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Jean Hollaway, Field Coordinator at the Youth Employment Pregram 
office on Lakelse. Jean is enthusiastic about he program. "You should see 
this office in the mornings when the students and other young people 
come in looking at the bulletin board. It's really interestin~" 
She insists, and she told us about Martin Sterner. in photo a['l'igM of 
page - so we went over and took his picture, t~o. 
I 
Not_.__your average Cabinet Minister 
.Breakfast .With A Busy Lady 




.•An unoccupied 12-foot 
aluminum boat going in 
circles off the Rivtew dock in 
Kitimat early Saturday 
morning was originally 
thought to belong to a 
missing boater was stolen, 
according to Kltlmst RCMP. 
..The Starcraft boat was 
spotted going In elreles at 
6:45 a.m. Saturday. Owner of 
the boat, Gordon McAndrew, 
of Kldmat, was located and 
no other boaters were 
reported as missing or 
overdue~ 
• .Police stated that the beat 
was possibly stolen, used for 
transportation then kicked 
off shore. 
• .Anyone missing a red gas 
container and hose at- 
tachment for a Mercury 
motor is asked to contact the 
Kitimnt RCMP. 
• .An I f  year old youth was 
apprehended by police 
Sunday following the break Martin Sterner, 15 year old Terrace High School High School fitted like a glove into the job, ac- 
and enter and theft at the student happily at work. running off copies of cording to owner-managers Mike Rnssiter and 
home o f  Jack  Chart on  44 "Close-Un" at the Toten~ Press, whereaiob has - - - -  --  . - - - -  Ne lson  McGinlay. Provincial assistance includes Bayer Street. been created for him under the Provincial picking up the tab for a good portion of Martin's 
..Forty dolh/rs cash was Ministry of Labour Youth Employment wages by the B.C. Government, while he is stolen from a bedroom. 
• .K i t imnt  po l i ce  were called Program. Martin, wbo ha.s taken Graphic Arts at earning-learning during the Summer. 
to a motorcycle and bicycle 
accident on Lahakas Sunday ~_.  , .~_  Johnson 
which resulted in minor ~ y  
ln~urles to two persons. Negl Sign L Ski Sh C ..The bieycle wus ridden by ects  to  - oses  op  ont rac t  
a 12 year old youth who cut 
Monday, the Minister of State, Fitness and Amateur Sport- Skeena M.P. across the hockey arena lawn and into the flow of By Donna VaHieres includes a ski school and renta l  equipment. 
lena Campagnolo was, as usual, on a treadmill schedule that would have traffic. He was struck by a This  season's ski shop contract at Kit- Johnson was awarded.the contract because he is 
kiiicd your average cabinet minister - or at least sent him on a long motorcycle, driven by Dav id  sumka|urn regional ski hill was awarded to currently running the school, according to 
vacation out of the comttry - to rest. Gnlbrath. Sundance Ski and Sports Ltd. When the current Terrace Aid. Vic Jolliffe, a regional director. 
Prince Rupert- The words, facts, figures and names. Premier Lougheed, ...Be. th persons were taken to contract holder, Miek,,v Johnson Recreations , 
ltluma~ uenera| Hospital vj • Jonnson was sent three letters from the Otto La.n..g, various grain elevator companies. - come tripp.in.g off her suffering from minor in- Ltd,," did not sign the contract within the r~ional district askiw, him to si-n the contract 
~eugue role llgures on a pecge~ catcmator, mxteen aria a natt mmmn juries, allowable time verioa :~ . . . . . .  p . . e,. 
dollars for a causeway and coal terminal at Rldley Island;. "If there is ..No charges were laid. The Kitimat-Stikine' Regional District board Dexore mta-Jmy, nut ne nao .not aerie so. 
any further quibbling" (from the provincial government) "on the site for . .RCMPstated that cyclists met Saturday in Kitimat ~and endorsed an ad- The board was concerned that there would be 
a new elevator, Carfgill ?or some other company- and certain (named) ~alnUSetd~ntehre e S~t~raWv'eh~°l~ ministration recommendation to award the no contract for the concession before the ski 
Westerners will go ahead and build it on their own." Other similarly Act and can be prosecuted contract to Sundance, one of  only two bidders for season, and so voted to award the contract o 
massive developments underway for that West Ceust port sonaded~so for violations, the tender called in February. Sundance, as the only other bidder. 
/ impressive th .  . . . . . . . . ,  y would make an,~ y other city of that sizedrnol, . . . . . . . . . . .  • In" .No inSurles were susta in da  mo or vehicle ccident At that time., Sundance and Miekey Johnson Johnson is curren Ity_out of town and w_as 
• ~ .~[Umat .  I wasi~!Idngwlth ,,,~and?again the names, and dates ratt led ~ar O~l .ake  ~ wbl~h made ident!eal bids for the concession which unavailable for con11~ent, ~ 
i border, you know,, one of !he I)lggest gas fffids anywh'ere~ ace0~g~ Monday. ' ' ' : I "M:  d~t ~ _ _ ~a.  A 11  i s ~' l r  T • ' 1"1  . • 
~ the .... report. Oh yes, !alld,/Mro~F._hliips - you know, West Coast Tram ..DonieiA!tridgeo~ Terrace Do~l ,~e I I JOV [e  2oJkCC]L][Se~[ O1" U] [ l lO l l  ]~US]~] [ ] [ ' ] [~  
i i sportatlon? - and he said he was lo~Idng~to a natural gas line to Kitlmat, w.a, operating, a tanker truck . M 
Whereit couldbe refrigerated andllquefll~land shipped out of Kltimat by W~on tfnet~s~n~a~Uwrr~e" VANCOUVER + "The they did c~ntact the era- talks thispast week aimed at dire development of a 
L,N.G. (L iquid Natura l  Gas)sh ips . "  ".,. ,  ~ ......... ' : available, recent raovebythe Ministry ployeos, they neglected to resolving the issue• The health..v labour relations 
I lotspr ings " I  was talk ing to Mr. Margetts ,  of C.P. Shipping - the com- of HumanRemurcestocloee inform them that the L.R.B• stated at the time climate in the Ministry• 
puny 'that imught North land Navigat ion.  No, they haven ' t  bought six Vancouver day care operation of the centres was that, as the B.C•G.E.U. was "The employer has now 
centres clearly demon- being taken over by another the certified representative refused to acknowledge that 
• Skoglund Hotsprings - but it  was an idea, anyway,  and sooner or  la ter  the Kitimflt stratus a complete lack of organization, of the employees, the era- the union should be a formal 
potontlal of that area is bound tobe realized." concern, not only ,for "Employees were told ployer had an obligation to party to these discussions," 
Sports  "D id  you hear?  Col. Jack  Davies - he was Mr.  Commonwea l th  Ar  i families with day care age their jobs were •being sit down with the union, said Fryer, "in spite of that 
Games? He died yesterday. He was there at the very flrst Commonweulth son  S children, bu{ for the completely wiped out and unless it wished to jeopar- earlier L.R.B. opinion." 
. . . .  B.C.G.E.U. members whose they would have to take jobs 
Games . l twash lswho le l f fe .  He wanted so bad ly  to be at  the Edmonton  S d jobs are affected," John as clerks in government Ubera J  gov i 
Games/He must have been somewhere up in his nineties. He was a uspecte Fryer, General Secretary of service. 
superb Gentleman ofSport. He will be missed by sportsmen everywhere, the B.C. Government Em- "The whole process was 
ployees' Union charged last clearly designed to get the jobs  
..Where to now? •.KiUmat . . o  . , , , ,  t create 
First of all, after a television interview on TK (for which lena Cam- Investigating an arson on "Not only didthe Ministry B•C.G.E.U. oo* o* ,~e ~,  can' care centres," charged 
pagnolo was formerly advertising sales manager) its off to the Office of Plover Street shortly after not inform the parents until Fryer, "and to take away As the number of unem- Some sectors of the 
Land Claims negotiations, and a meeting with Billy Blaekwater, the Chief midaight on Sunday which the last minute," saidFryer, from thses employees their pl0yed climbs ever bigher manufacturing industry are 
Of Kispiox and head of Gi tksan Tr ibal  Council  and a meet ing  in Kispinx. caused more than $1,000 "they also didn't tell them right to their own ~ob and to throughout ' he Northwest, up in arms over the removal 
(Monday afternoon). Meetings to discuss Gitksan-Carrier Land Claims damage to a camper, the YMCA would be taking the negotiated benefits of the one thing comes tomind. The of protective tariffs, par- 
.The fire was started within over operation of ~he con- collective agreement. Liberal Government after ticularly on clothing. At the 
and other native areas of discussion. " "It's union-busting," said then years in office does not very time when the Then to Smithers, to meet with the Northern B.C. Winter Games office to the camper which was at- ires. inched to a pickup parked at "In addition," said Fryer, Fryer, "it's as simple as have the ability to stimulate manufacturing industry 
,~ d lscuss the1979 Winter Games  that  will be held there. (In1980 they wm be the home of Geerge lleily on "the B.C.G.E.U. is the that." theeconomyandcreatejobs, needs help from the 
held at Prince Rupert), Then to Smithers Indian Friendship Centre. 2o plover, legally certified harga.ining The B.C.G.E.U. says the Unemployed people in this government, they are 
.TheflrewosextInguished agent for the 25 day care  Mlnlstry set up this,chein of country must ,really be suddenly shot down by 
Tuesday, It's Burns Lake in the morning for a meeting with the mayor, /~y the Kltimat Fire centre employees and the events to preclude any op- wondering about Trudeau's Trudeau economics. 
~r and then the Burns Lake Native Development Assolcatlon. Then a Department and was Minlmryneglected to inform portunlty for the Union to ability to manage. Despite The New Democratic 
"media meet". • restricted to the interior of the Union of the action to be apply for successor status to his public admission i  1970 Party would continue to 
~Taesday afternoon, a meet ing with the mayor  and counci l  of Vanderhoof;  the vehicle, taken, represent these employees that "unemployment is the protect the fragile secondary 
next- Fraser Lake- next, Ft. St. James - then, off to Prince George and, . . The  arson was connected "The Ministry decided all when the YMCA takes over main problem facing manufacturing industry in 
• to several stolen bicycles on its own to deal directly the day care centres. Canadians I quess" he is still this country, for in the long 
Wednesday morning,  fly to Ottawa and then . . . .  andnbreak-ininteavehicle, with the employees, a An earlier informal saying "of course we can't run we will benefit by having 
, . "Wel l ,  Imustrun, now." smliedtheSkeena M.P. ..Police have no suspects practice which violates the hearing before the Labour tolerate such a high rate of a stronger, more diversified 
I hadn't had a chaco to more than sample my eggs and bacon - but when I and would appreciate any collective agreement. When Relations Board resulted in unemployment." economic base 
reached the counter- they had been already paid for'. In the distance I information on these in- 
cidento. Anyone seeing n saw the tall end of a very busy politician Participating her way to the Juvenile walking around the 
televis ion studio.  Wren or Bittern Street areas 
after midMght on July 23 is 
asked to contact the Kitimot SCMP at O~.mL 
Run Over By 
Train Gets Up, 
Goes Home 
..A Terrace man was 
uninjured after he was run 
over by a train in a freak 
accident Friday night, ac- 
eordlhg to Terrace RCMP. 
..Apparently the man, 
whose 'name was not 
released, was walking home 
when he fell onto the tracks 
and was lying parallel to the 
tracks when a train came 
along. 
..Following the Incident, the 
man continued his walk 
home. A cobra and a mongoose in Terrace? These mounted specimens on the 
. .Terrace ROMP also counter at the Northwest Trading Post were imported from India, where 
arrested one person for strolling artists put on a performance b tween Rikki Tikki Tavvi and the 
being Intoxicated after deadly King Cobra. Rikki always wins (almost, always, anyway) in the 
answering complaints of 
k three loud parties, battle against his hated enemy. Rikki - the mongoose - is not immune, as 
. •Three other persons were many think, to the snake's deadly venom - he's just quicker. To be on the 
• arrested for be ing  In- . safe side, some say, the performer removes the snakes venom by 
Youth Employment? Surely not THAT young? toxlented in other accidents, pressing its fangs on a piece of cloth.., and extractingthe mongoose's 
knows these days. When you're past nursery and two others charged with teeth, so it can't kill the cobra. Thus both animals can be re-cycled fro' Impaired driving Friday 
hill. Gramps, this youngster seems to be saying, night, other performances - often held the same night. 
. ,~  
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A Quiok Look At the News World 
I f  We Can't Have Peace-Let's Be Friends Says Begin 
JERUSALEM Reuter - would try to settle for in- parliament after a heated 
Prime Minister Menachem formal friendly relations debate and as Egypt said it 
Begin said Monday if a with its nelghbours, had ruled out further peace 
Middle East peace pact Begin's comments was in talks with Israel unless the 
proved impossible Israel an address to the Knoaset Begin government came up 
Patri.ok Vinoent MeOarthy 
Still Not Deported-Yet 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Lawyers 
for Irishman Patrick Vin- 
cent McCarthy have been 
granted a last-ditch chance 
to prevent the depertstiou to 
Ireland McCarthy has 
resisted through legal 
battles for four months. 
Michael Berger of Mon- 
trenl and John Taylor of 
Vancouver were granted the 
right to appear today before 
a Federal Court trial judge 
to seel~ an immediate re- 
opening of McCarthy's case. 
McCarthy was awaiting 
deportation to Ireland from 
Montreal where he has been 
Jailed in a Quebec police 
denteation centre since last 
Tuesday after unsuccessful 
Canadian efforts to ssond 
him back to Ireland. 
An immigration deport- 
merit spokeSman said Mc- 
Carthy "will have his day in 
court." He would not be 
deported over night, 
Th5 lawyers were granted 
the extra hearing after they 
submitted an affidavit 
containing aJuly 7 telegram 
to the government saying 
they would be willing to 
appear any time at any place 
before the Federal Court of 
Appeal. 
That court has said it 
would review the validity of 
the deportation order, but 
the government has been 
trying to deport McCarthy in 
the meantime. The lawyers 
say the deportation should be 
postponed until the appeal 
decision is made. 
Mccarthy, 24, has been de- 
tained in Canadian jails 
since March 24 when he was 
found working illegally in 
Vancouver after being 
arrested for jaywalking. He 
entered Canada on a non- 
immigrant visa from the 
United States where he has 
lived for seven years with his 
American wife and two chil- 
dren. 
Berger said McCarthy 
fears returning to Ireland 
because of erroneous reports 
that he is a member of the 
IRA. Canadian immigration 
authorities ay he is wanted 
in connection with a 1977 
hank robbery, but McCarthy 
denies this, saying It is a 
ease of mistaken identity. 
with new ideas in the search control as a one sided debate, however, the house 
for an accord, gesture of goodwill, voted 68 to 37 in support of 
Begin reiterated to the "We shall not make any the government's Middle 
Knesset that Israel sought presents, not a single grain East policy. 
full peace treaties ,with of sand," he said. Begin tohl the Knosset he 
secure borders and Begin's address at one is ready to t~}k to Egyptian 
diplomatic relations "but if point threatened to be • President Sadat about 
by a certain date it proves pushed aside by a shouting 
too difficult or impossible to match with members of the 
reach a peace treaty we Laherparty coalition calling 
would agree to work toward for his resignation. 
peaegful relations. The "It's not fair, it's not fair, 
classic example of this is yo.uwon't let me speak," the 
Germany in Europe. . prune minister shouted at 
"She did not sign peace one point. 
treaties after the Second "The Labor party, mean- 
World War ... But Germany while, plans to present a 
lives in peaceful relations motion of no confidence in 
with all its neighbours." Begin today. It is expected to 
Begin once again said he he debated Wednesday. 
refused to return the nor- 
them Sinai town of El Arish SUPPORTS POLICY 
and MountSiusi to Egyptian At the end of Monday's 
mutual concessions and if he 
agreed to a meeting "we 
shall propose to him a cer- 
tain offer in exchange for El 
Arish and SantaKaterina the 
monastery on Mount Sinai." 
Without describing the 
offer, Begin said: "This 
wotu,." not be an interim 
agreement, not a temporary 
agreement, not an 
agreement for three years or 
an agreement that needed 
renewing every year - but a 
permanent agreement." 
Such an agreement, Begin 
Extra Ship To Help Star K 
KODIAK, Alaska ha.P) -- 
Another Coast Guard cutter 
has' been dispatched toassist 
two cargo ships which 
collided last week about 960 
kilometres south of here, 
Dan Dewell, a Coast Guard 
spokesman in Juneau, 
Alaska, said Monday. 
Increased flooding has 
been reported on the Star K, 
a bulk carrier flying under a 
Greek flag, and the cutter 
Resolute from San Francisco 
was to arrive Monday to help 
pumping operaUoas, Dewell 
said. 
The cause of the July 19 
collision has not yet been 
established, he said. 
.Rough weather has 
delayed the arrival of 
commercial tugs which 
Dewen said probably would 
tow the Star K and the 
Taiwan 'Phoenix, a 
Singnporeregistered con- 
tainer shin. to Seattle. 
The Re'solute and cutter 
Jarvis from Honolulu also 
were standing by for 
emergency evacuation in 
case the vessel is in danger 
of sinking, Dewall said. 
The Star K, with 44 persons 
on board, was en route from 
Tagnnoura, Japan, for 
Eureka, Calif., when it 
collided with the Taiwan 
Phoenix, bound for South 
Korea from Long Beach, 
Calif.. he said. 
...And Briefs From Abroad 
PLANI~ CRASHES 
BEVERUNGEN, West 
Germal~, (AP) --  A British 
Jet fighter crashed near 
town Monday, ~ both 
crew members and slightly 
injuring eight civilians, a 
spokesman for British forces 
in West Germa~ said. The 
spokesman said the eight 
civilians were hit by flyi~s 
debris when the RAF Phan- 
five years ousted Monday 
one of its four members, 
Gen. Gustavo Leigh. He had 
publicly called on President 
Augusto Pinochet to speed 
up the return to democracy. 
The government issued a 
statement saying Leigh is 
being stripped of his military 
post and his seat on the 
executive body. 
tom crashed. The dead were MEETING ANNOUNCED 
not Immedlatoly~" Identified -BONN (Reuter)' -- An 
pending not~eation of next .. international ~meeting to 
of ki~ ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " design iU~istir& to combat 
GENERAL OUSTED hijacking will take place 
SANTIAGO (AP) - -  The here Aug. 1 and Aug. 2, the 
right-wing military junta West German foreign 
that has governed Chile for ministry said Monday. The 
meeting will discoss im. 
plementaliou of an anti- 
h i jacking agreement  
reached at the seven-ceuntry 
summit meeting in the West 




LONDON (Renter) --  Pre. 
mier John Compton of St. 
Lucia called Monday for full 
independence for the eastern" 
Caribbean state on Dec. 13. 
St. Lucia has been an self- 
governing state associated 
with Britain since 1967. 
Britain is responsible for its 
external affairs and defenea. 
Say That Again, Please? 
CARDIFF, Wales AP - Can you pronounce Llan air- 
wllgwyngyllgogerychwyrn drobwlmantysiliogogogoch ? 
Of course you can't.  Neither can Corine Rowlands, and she's Welsh 
born  and bred. 
Because she can't  Corinne, 43, has just given up her job as  the radio 
announcer on traffic conditions for the Welsh service of the Brit ish 
Broadcasting Corporation BBC. 
The trouble is Corinne doesn't  speak Welsh, and she finds some of the 
local place names like Llanf a i rpwl lgwyngyl lgogerychwyrndr  ob-
wlilantysil iogogogoch, or even Penrhiwceibwr,  or perhaps Machynl ieth - 
don't  roll trippingly off her  tongue. Even simple names like Pwl ldu - 
which the Welsh call Pooth Dee - cause her problems. 
Some people who speak Welsh don' t  believe their language should be 
treated lightly and have been complaining about Corinne's pronoun- 
clatiou. 
"How on earth can I be expected to get my tongue around names  like 
that first thing in the morn ing?"  she said. " I 'm giving up the traf f ic  
announcing." 
She will keep her main job in the Welsh road accident department  of the 
automobile association. 
Llanfairpwligwyngyl lgo gerychwyrndrobwl l l lantysi l io gogogoch is the 
name of a tiny vil lage on the Welsh island of Anglesey. Its inhabitants 
c laim it is the longest place name in Britain. 
In English, it means "St. Mary ' s  church in a hollow by the white hazel 














said, would establish good 
relations in a certain sector: 
and "from this we could 
advance to other sectors." 
i~Foreign Minister Moohe 
ayan said Egypt is in- 
sisting on*removal of every 
Israeli soldier and Jewish 
~settler f om the' West Bank. 
of the Jordan river as the 
price for a peace accord. ' 
He also said neither Israel 
nor Egypt, in their talks last 
week in Britain, had offered 
to modify its basic demands. 
In Cairo, a foreign 
ministry spokesman said 
Egypt rejects any further 
peace talks with Israel 
unless the Begin government 
produces new ideas or gives 
serious consideration to 
proposals already made by_ 
Cairo. 
Commenting on the latest 
developments, which left 
prospects for further Middle 
East peace talks apparently 
bleak, a senior Western 
diplomat in Cairo said: 
"Even if they do talk again, 
it is hard to see what they 
could do except agree to 
• disagree." 
Israeli leaders have 
consistently maintained that 
all issues are open to 
discussion. But Begin and 
most of his close aides have 
made clear that they will 
never permit any return of 
Arab sovereignty othe West 
Bank, which they regard as 
part of the Jewish biblical 
heritage. 
Beef  rices ,are going up! 
Why not invest 
in a freezer! 
Which ithe average family con buy 
with the savings effected on beef 
purchases over a period of less than 
18 months!l! 
TODAY'S SPECIAL 
McCLAI IY  
FREEZER 
FEATURES: 
.665 Ibs, Capacity. Polyurethane Foam Insu. 
lation • Flexl- l ld • Temperature Warning 
Light • Safety lock • Recessed Handle and 
Concealed Hinges • Interior light • Accurate 
Cold Control • Defrost Drain • Decorative 
Plastic Liner Lid • High Efficiency Compres- 
sor • Food gpoHnge Insurance 
 3.87 oo 
ALSO AVAILABLE 8, 12, 16, and 23 CU. FT. FREEZERS 
AT SPECIAL PRICES. 
" m TERMS 
FREE DELIVERY TO TERRAOE & KITIMAT 
L' 
Job opportunities 
..Further details on the, 
following .lobs are to be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 635. 
7134. • 
Millwright - IWA rate. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. General duties in local 
mill - sbift work involved. 
Fliers - I.W.A. rate. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. General duties In local 
mill. Must have saw fil or 
saw fitter experience~ 
Auto Body Repairman - $4.03 
hr. TerraCe. Prefer jour- 
neyman. Experience in 
metal and light collision 
repair. 
Waiter-Waitress - $3.50 hr. 
Terrace. Must be mature 
and responsible. 
Manager-Suprv. - Stereo 
Dept. DOE. Permanent full 
time. Must have retail sales 
experience knowledgabis 
about stereo equipment. 
Musthavegoud 
management skills. 
Clerl.cal Assistant - $5,23 hr. 
• Terrace. 50. wpm typing, 
filing, photocopying, minute. 
taking, mail, shorthand dicta 
preferred. Typing test to be 
• .given, 
Composing Room Foreman - 
Negotiable. Terrace. Must 
be journeyman of 4 years 
experience. Must have 
thorough knowledge of all 
equipment. Must be able to 
do minor maintenance and 
some repair. 
Cerpenters - DOE union 
wage. Dawson Creek. No 
accommodation supplied. 
Grader Operator 
Negotiable. Must have 
logging and road building 
construction experience. 
Plumber ~ Union wage. 
Kamloops. Must be jour- 
neyman or experience. 
Cook. $3.00 hr. Terrace. 
Shift work. Cook pizza's, 
steaks, etc. 
Chambermaid - $3.75 br. 
Terrace. jmust have some 
experience. Shift work. 
~,  filing, '~ trans~rlbing, 
shorthand month end 
reports, exp with public. 
Apprentice Baker - $3.5~ hr. 
Port McNeiL 2 me. 
probation period. No ex- 
perience necessary, 
Clerk-Typist - $3,400 year. 
Terrace. 40 w.p.m, 
preferred, 
Security Guard - $4.50 hr. 
Terraee. Must have D.L. 
Fixed shift, transportation 
available from town. Ex- 
portence preferred. 
Carpenter - TBA, Terrace. 
Min. I year experience 
required. Must have own 
tools. 
Plumber - $1~.00  hr. 
Terrace. Must be fully 
experienced. Must have own 
transportation. 
Apprentice Baker - $4.00 hr. 
to start. Terrace. Need 
drivers licenee. Hot work 
and heavy lifting Involved. 
Drafteperson - DOE. 
Terrace. Must have some 
experience as a drafisporson 
for a legal survey and 
engineering practice. 
Babysitter and Light 
Housekeeping Duties ' - 
Terrace. Ages I and 2. Must 
have own transportatlon. 
Streetworker- $138.00 we~,  
Terrace. Hrs. flexible, must 
be able to work ind. and be 
able to commun. 
Waitress - $4.00 hr. Terrace. 
Shift work. prefer ex- 
perience. 
Mechanic Helper - Terrace. 
$4.00 hr. Must have own 
tools to assist regular 
mechanic. 
Cook -$3,00 hour. Terrace. 
Conking and some clean-up. 
Shift work. 
Baker - $7.50 per hour to 
start. Terrace. Permanent 
full time. Must • have ex- 
perience. 
Housekeeper - $3.50 hr. 
Terrace. Housecleaning 
duties. Prepare supper. 
Radiator Repairman 
Negotiable salary DOE. 
Terrace. Permanent- full 
time. Must have experience 
or related radiator ex- 
perience. Some light 
mechanic work. 
Registered Nurse - Clinic - 
~.50hour. Terrace. Oncall 
only - for relief and ,for 
emergencies. To assist in 
clinic. 
Computer Operator - $850 o 
$1200 me. DOE: Terrace. 
Permanent fulitime. Must 
be experienced on IBM 
System 32 - Must be IBM 
trained. Operate 3741 
Keypunch. 
Advertising Salesperson - 
Negotiable. Terrace. Must 
be fully experienced. Must 
have own transportation. 
Must be able to work in- 
dependently. ' 
Cocktail Waitress - $4.25 hr. 
DOE. Must be 19, mature 
and reliable. 
Constructhm Labour - $4.03 
hr. Terrace. Own transport 
and asse. Some building 
experience preferred. 
Short Order Ceek - DOE. 
Terrace. Permanent full- 
time job. Expeience 
preferred but will train. 
Must have own tran- 
s~pertation. 
General Office Clerk- 
Bookkeeping - $410 - $450 
mouth. Terrace. Per- 
manent parttime. Accurate 
typing. Bookkeeping -
payroll, filing, reception. 
Experience required. 
Associate Dental Surgeon - 
Fee for Service. Must have 
rain. of 3 years experience as 
dental surgeon with B.C. 
Licence . . . . .  
B el~'tster'ed Nurse - ,~tlPA' 
patients in lCU maintenance 
of equipment. Responsible 
to head nurse. Shift work 8 
percent VP. Room and 
Ooerd provided at cost. 
Waiter-Waitress - $3.50 hr. 
Terrace. Min. 19 years. 
Able to handle cash. Ex- 
perience not essential. 
Pizza Cook.- $3.75 hr. 
Terrace. Must have some 
work experienee. Prepare 
pizzas, pasta, baked 
epereribs. Uniforms sup- 
plied. 
Statl~ary Engineer - $1,400 
+. Terrace. 4th clans 
engineer. Must have ticket 
(4th) 
Maintenance Man - DOE. 
Terrace. Must have good 
mechanical knowledge and 
good working knowledge of 
carpent ry ,  p lumbing,  
electrical wiring ete. ,  
Instructors - $9.00 hour. 
Terrace. Instructors for 
specific topics in home skills 
(include handyman) Arts & 
Crafts, Academie, 
Vocational, General interest 
and serf help: 
Beusekeeper - $4.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must haw 2 
references includes general 
housekeeping duties. 
General Office Clerk - $'/.03 
br. Terrace. General 
clerical. Must be self 
motivated and able to deal 
with people. 
Janitorial Supervisor - $4.50 
hr. Terrace. Must. have 
valid drivers linence and 
sueprvisory ability. 
Jan i to r ia l  exper iene~ 
preferred. Will be working 
supervisor. 
Gims Restaurant will be moving to a new $285,000 building is complete. Above, 8 year old 
location on 4643 Park Avenue, behind their Michael Gim poses in front of the new family 
present location, when construction of the restaurant. 
I 
New~ from the Skeena Health Unit 
Audiology-Study of Hearing 
By Chuck Fuller less. It is the role of the 
Within the framework of audiologist to determine the 
the Pub l ieHeu l th~~tont  and nature of the 
the audiologist is the parson hearing loss, and where 
primarily responsible for applicable, to recommend 
hearing loss prevention, habilitative or rehabilitative 
Audiology is defined as "the measures. 
study of Hearing" and an 
audiologist is thus a bearing 
specialist. Because the ear is 
the ,organ of hearing, an 
audiologist must of necessity 
know something about the 
ear. But an audiologist 
should not be confused with 
an otologist, who i s  a 
medical doctor trained to 
trent disease of the ear. 
Audiologists are part of the 
health team and work 
closely with public health 
nurses, family physicians, 
and otblogist in the 
prevention and treatment of
ear.related diseases. Many 
diseases and malfunctions of
the ear manifest themselves 
first by causing a hearing 
The duties of the Health 
Unit audiologist include 
hearing testing, hearing aid 
evaluations, counselling, 
aural rehabilitation, and on- 
ordination of the annual 
school hearing screening 
program. The school bearing 
screening is one of the most 
effective weapons in the 
prevention of serious 
bearing impairment. 
Each fail, every child in 
pre.school, kindergarten, 
and Grade 1 is sereeaed for 
bearing less. This program 
strives to separate these 
children who may ba~e a 
potential bearing problem 
from those who do not. A 
child is not given an In-depth 
bearing test. Rather, he or 
she is asked to indicate 
whether or not he or she 
bears a particular sound by 
raising his or her hand. This 
program, conducted by the 
Public Health Nurses in the 
school system has proven 
very reliable and effective in 
detecting potential bearing 
problems. 
It has been shown that 
even a very mild bearing 
loss can have seriously 
detrimental effects on 
speech and language 
acquisition,, reading skills, 
and even over.all intellectual 
development. Thus it is Very 
important o catch these 
bearing problems at as early 
an age as possible. In m~t 
cases, hearing loss among 
children is due to a middle 
ear infection. Approximately 
80 par cent of children bet- 
wcon 4 and6 years old get at 
least one middle ear in- 
fection. Middle ear in- 
Cranbrook is humiliated. 
 NBeOOKI ;S.c. cP/ . . . . . . .  had ¢,~Pr~vious~ we've 
City council is annoyed with- qnsurance f o r "  small ground 
the Ministry of Transport accidents, like peep)oleo 
and is prepared to turn over slipping on ice at .the ter- 
to MOTallreaponsibility for minal, we had anent as 
' its airport, Cranb~ook much protection as a 
alderman Art Bcre~ford said homeowner, certainly 
Sunday. 
Beresfard said Cranhrook 
is being humiliated and left 
to face potential giant 
liability costs became Ot- 
tawa rolusea to pay for an 
extra $10 million insurance. 
"If we don't get any Ira- 
provement in attitude and 
consideration for our point of 
view, if we're still though of 
as small town dummy hicks, 
then the feeling is MOT 
should take its bloody airport 
lock, stock and barrel, and 
bloody well run it them- 
solves," said Beresford. 
Mayor Ty G. Cngur is on 
holidays and was 
unavailable for comment. 
Cranbrook council moved 
last month to boost its 
liability insurance at the 
federally financed airport o 
$20 million from $500,000 
comprehensive coverage 
following the crash of a 
Pacific Western Airline jet 
Feb. It in which 43 people 
were killed. 
However, MOT, which 
normally pays insurance 
premiums and approves all 
expenditures, told CrQn- 
brook council in a memo it 
would only pay for $10 
million coverage. 
Beresford and city ad- 
ministrator Jim Lamb said 
Sunday MOT's attitude 
leaves council with only two 
options: Cranbrook tax- 
payers could pay the extra 
premiums, which could be as 
much as $7,000 ayear, or the 
city could demand that 
Ottawa take over all upkeep 
of the airport, now handled 
by the city. 
GETS BLAMED 
This Insurance thing is the 
big bug bear in our relations 
with MOT," said Bereaford. 
nothing, for air accidents. 
"We need backup on 
something like this crash, 
but we're not getting it. 
We're being treated like 
whipping boys for the MOT. 
The attitude is 'well Cran- 
brook's just a hick, little 
operation-what do you ex- 
pect from such ddrsndes?" 
Although the city is 
responsible only for routine 
maintenance at the airport, 
'Beresford said legal en- 
tsnglement, distorted media 
reports and the attitude of 
the M~r have caused 
Cranbrook to appear 
responsible for the PWA 
crash. 
"MOT, not the city of 
Cranbrook, has the 
responsibility for all air 
operations, but still, we're 
getting as much blame as 
possible," he said. "There 
was one television report 
which couldn't put the blame 
on the city fast enough. 
Cranbrook has already 
agreed to participate ina $10 
million insurance pool set up 
to give speedy compensation 
to victims of the PWA crash 
without the lengthy 
procedure of establishing 
liability. An MOT report on 
liability is not expected to be 
released until at least mid 
August. 
City officials said when 
they went into the pool that it 
was in no way an admission 
of liability on the part of .the 
city. IL was pointed out that 
money paid in by the city's 
insurance would be returned 
if the Cranbrook was not 
found liable. 
Beresford said fear of 
legal complications and a 
callous attitude on the part of 
MOT is causing aldermen to 
have second thought about 
opting in the $10 milliOn pool. 
::The legal advice we had 
at the time said we should 
opt in because it seemed 
reasonable, and the right 
thing to do. But out" mayor, 
who is a lawyer, seems to be 
having a change of heart 
which may be because of 
legal complications." 
fections are second only to 
the common cold as the 
disease treated most often 
by. family physicians. These 
middle ear infections and 
their accompanying mild 
hearing loss can cause 
serious educational dehys if 
left undetected. 
Among adults, the single 
greatest cause of bearing 
impairment is loud noise. 
More hearing loss has been 
caused by working loud noise 
than by all other causes 
combined. Until industry 
finds a way to reduce noise 
at the source to softer levels, 
the best method of protecting 
one's bearing remains the 
use of personal ear 
protection devices. Whether 
it is ear plugs or ear muffs 
appears to make little dit- 
ferenee. The important thing 
is ear protection has to be 
worn, and worn properly. 
The Workers Com- 
pensation Board, and indeed, 
some individual companies, 
employ audiologists to 
supervise their hearing 
conservation programs. This 
usually involves much 
edt~catlon about hearlfig loss 
-a/ld h~td  avold it,-l~cluding 
having aregular hearing test 
and wearing ear protection ' 
properly. 
Working t.ogetber with 
Public Health Nurses, 
famil)' physicians and 
others, tire role of the 
audiologist in preventing 
hearing loss looms ever 
larger in today's noisy 
world. But audiologists are 
being trained to meet th~s 
challenge on an ever in- 
creasing scale, and the 
future looks bright. 
Audiologists look forward to 
the day when most, if not all, 
serious hearing l~s can be 




See for yourself at, 
. . . . .  TERRACE HONDA SALES ~ 4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace,  B.C. VgG IL8 635.6571 or 635-4325 Dealer Llcence 02066A 
HO~D~ Test drivea Honda today. 
IN STOOK "v" -  
Full Line Full Line of 
of ORAIG OAR STEREO 
QUASER & HITAOHI T.V. SYSTEMS 
The jaguar is the largest member of the cat family found in America. Its average length 
is six to seven feet. 
Some Australian tribesmen believed they would lose weight if they stood in a woman's. 
shadow. 
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s- As369 Superb. 
Grade Ib. , 
Beans .+ Pork 
s4 O0 Taste Toll,l: ~ '~ ill 
14 fl' oz. tin~l~' for ~ .  
Whole Tomatoes 
Town House Brand, 
Choice QualHy, 
19 fl. oz, tin 
49 c 
• IN  
Fruit Cooldail-+ii: Jl 
Town House, 
Fancy QualH/, 







AirwayHrand. $~- -~ ~ ~  
who,. U"n. I 
1 15, Bag ~ • ~ 
Corn on the Cob 
Washington 
Grown. . ) foSr le  O 0  
No, I Grade 
Cucumbers 
B.C. Grown, 
No. 1 Grade .49  
Prices Effective 
July 26th-duly 29th 
In Terrace Safewav Store 
Sales in Retail Quantities only. 
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F.MIOBIK 
Why don't you do a story on...? Why don't you 
expose the situation about...? How is it the 
newspaper never mentions...? Everybody knows 
that so-and-so is a crook and ,.has been 
ripping off Terrace for years, and nothing ever 
gets in the paper about it, how come? 
Old Dr. So-and-So has a "licence to kill". 
Nearly every ... (type of) operation he performs 
is a botch job. Why, my own doctor tells me he 
will never refer a patient who needs a (deleted) 
operation to him. How come you never have 
anything about him in the newspaper. 
The (blank). system in this town is a disgrace, 
and I don't know why the (Blank Blank) 
authorities don't condemn it. Why don't you 
expose it, as a public service? 
I went to (Blank's) corner store and was 
charged blank amount for a can of evaporated 
milk - thirty cents more than any other store, 
how can they get away with highway robbery 
like that? 
Mr. Blank has been terrorizing our neigh- 
beurhoed for years. People have left the area 
because they are afraid of him. I am afraid of 
him myself. The police say they can't do 
anything unless someone lays a charge, and 
everyone is afraid to lay a charge because of 
what he has done to some of them. He is very 
clever and knows how to fool people in 
authority... 
And I could go on and on and on. 
Why "Hot" News Gets "Oovered Up" 
I would imagine the HERALD is not the only' 
newspaper to run across situations like this, 
Quite likely, the radio and television stations are 
also besieged with such requests to do in- 
vestigative reporting into situations that may be 
scandalous, criminal, immoral, drug-connected, 
politically involved, - sometimes the accusations 
are factual, and sometimes false. On a run of the 
mill sampling, I would say about 30 per cent of 
the cases are completely ~etual, .another 30 
baselesspartlypercent factual, and~bout:~ 40 per cent 
Does a reliable newspaper sidestep "hot" 
issues, like these? Of c0~'se they do. 
A man came rushing to the office the other day 
with a real "scoop". It involved the local School 
Board inasmuch as certain employees (named) 
were supposedly off on a junket with their wives, 
"behind the Iron Curtain" - at the taximyers 
expense. The person wanted immediate action 
on. the newspaper's part to "expose" the in- 
ciaent. (The story proved baseless.) 
With one regular reporter and one cub reporter 
besides the editor to cover a daily newspaper 
arepresenting two cities, 35 miles apart, with 
ut ~5,000 people the problem of staff is easily 
apparent- to us. But tell that to the mother of a S 
year old daughter who has just been bitten for 
the third time by the same _neighboor's dog! 
Especially when that woman does not want her 
name mentioned - or the neighbour's name, and 
. : . : . / ,  ... '...:: ,.;:::: • "::.:.. ': '.: ;.:..:: .::;. ;./::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. . .... 
THIS  WEEK • 
• : . ' ,(q : . .  ~i!~ 
• with lena  aap||nol, : . ". . . . .  from Ottawa ~, ~ii ~ 
Parliament has recessed its work for the 
summer, and much of the tension and par- 
tisanship has receded with the onset of bar- 
becues and slow July evenings. 
Looked at in this more relaxed atmosphere, I 
think most observers would agree that the last 
session of Parliament has been a productive and 
positive one - dealing with a surprising number' 
matters important to Canadians. 
Too often attention is focused on the con- 
troversial issues, and the easy headlines, while 
the down.to-earth, "meat and potatoes" business 
is completely overlooked. 
CONSUMER PROTECTION 
A number  of important initiatives in the field 
of consumer protection were introduced by the 
govermnent in this session. Amendments  to 
cbd/bl~es legislation cracked down on undue 
ekstriction of competition while permitt ing 
otherwise "anti-competit ive" practices where 
they lead to greater efficiency and public 
• benefit. 
Action was also taken to protect Canadians 
against  the predatory practices of greedy tax- 
refund discounters. New laws introduced this 
s~s ion  propose that discounters pay at  least 85 
percent of the actual refund to the taxpayer.  
Another important area of legislation was the 
series of amendments to the Canada Labour 
Code which, among other improvements, give 
workers the right to refuse to work under 
hazardous conditions without fear of reprisal 
f rom employers. These amendments  also permit  
the establishment of employer-employee h alth 
and safety committees in the workplace, and 
provide for the establishment of  a national 
centre for occupational health and safety to be 
run jointly by labour, business, and government.  
This centre will inquire into, and establish 
standards of, health and safety in the workplace. 
application of federal funds for social welfare 
programs. At the same time, a new "block 
financing" system will give Ottawa greater 
control over the spending on these jointly funded 
programs. 
• These measures, plus others.such as Veterans' 
pension improvements, the establishment of a 
Human Rights Commission; and changes in our 
immigration and citizenship laws add to the 
strong and progressive record of this govern. 
merit - a government which is concerned about 
and has worked to improve the welfare and 
social needs of Canadians in their everyday 
lives. 
ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT 
The government has also given particularly 
close attention to the twin issues of our future 
energy requirements, and the preservation of 
our environmental heritage. 
Steps have been taken to diversify our energy 
options, with the funding of major research 
initiatives into alternate energy sources uch as 
solar energy and biomass conversion, and the 
development of our non-conventional oi sources 
such as the tar sands. 
The government has also worked towards 
establishing a broader perspective for energy 
decisions, and it is in this regard that it has taken 
steps uch as opposing the construction of a west 
coast oil port, and establishing the current 
National Energy Board hearings into Canada's 
oil and gas requirements and supplies. 
A great deal of Parliament's work goes on 
quietly, away from the television lights and the 
"bear pit" atmosphere of Question Period. Much 
of  this work - such as the d~y-today con- 
stituency responsibilities of Members of 
Parliament - continues throughout the summer. 
As your representative, I will continue to work 
through the summer months - both in Ottawa 
and at home in the riding - and I hope you will 
not hesitate to get in touch with me if I can help 
you or provide you with information. Please 
write to me c o the House of Commons, Ottawa, 
Ontario, K1A 0X2. No postage is required. 
A PROGRESSIVE RECORD 
In the field of social welfare, the government 
asked Parliament to consider changes which 
would give the provinces a greater say in the 
Letters To The Editor 
from being part of 
Parliament and which 
concentrates power in the 
hands of the Prime 
Minister's appointee, the 
Governor General. The 
Governor would exercise 
power in his own right, 
giving way to the Sovereign 
only when she was present in 
Canada, 
Not only is this a 
gratuitous insult to the 
Queen, whose labours and 
interest have been directed 
so evidently to Canada, but it 
also would allow for a 
government to consolidate 
its own power, without 
checks or balances, by 
keeping the Monarch out of 
Canada. 
The deceitful danger of the 
Bill is that it maintains many 
of the Crown's trappings, 
while these symbols would in 
fact stand for altered ideas 
and a quite different in- 
stiistionL Equally, it would 
preclude Prince Charles or 
Prince Andrew from serving 
as Governor General, it 
would eliminate reference to 
the Queen's Canadian 
Forces and it would abolish 
the happy status quo 
whereby both Queen and 
Governor can exercise their 
powers fully, within end 
without Canada. 
Canadians determined to 
preserve their institutions 
~ir: 
The chief focus of media 
and public attention since 
the release of the Govern. 
ment 's  Constitution;tl 
Amendment Bill has been on 
the provisions in regard to 
the Supreme Court and the 
Senate. However, I believe 
that citizens hould be aware 
that the Bill proposes 
revolutionary changes in the 
Constitutional Monarchy, 
changes which are in many 
ways more important to the 
average Canadian then any 
other of the Bill's proposals, 
The Bill presents a 
monarchial facade; behind 
lurks a republican reality 
which removes the Queen 
NY Times and Reporter Fined 
payment within 24 hours. 
• Lawyers for the 
newspaper and Farber 
asked for a stay of sen. 
fencing pending appeal. 
There was no immediate 
comment from The Times or 
Farber. 
Farber's 1975 investigation 
of five deaths at a hospital in 
Oradell, N.J., between 1965 
and 1966 led to Jascalevich's 
indictment on five counts of 
murder. 
Farber maintained the 
order to turn over his files to 
the judge required him to 
violate confidences. He said 
doing so would undermine 
his professional credibility. 
He said there is nothing in 
the notes which would 
establish guilt or innocence. 
Jnscolevich is accused of 
having murdered the 
patients by administering 
lethal doses of curare, a 
muscle relaxant. 
HACKENSACK, N.J. (AP) 
-- New York Times reporter 
Myron Farbcr was sen- 
fenced Monday to six months 
in jail after he and the 
newspaper were found guilty 
of contempt for refusin;~ to 
turn over notes in the 
murder trial of Dr. Marie 
Jascalevlch. 
The Times was fined 
$100,000 and Fnrber was 
fined $1,000 by Superior 
Court Judge Theodore 
Trautwein, who ordered 
ends every sentence With - don't quote me: 
When there is corruption in high places - (and 
think of all the commissions of enquiry going on 
at this very moment in Ottawa and almost every 
ovincial capital in Canada). there is bound to 
corruption at the bottom, as well. 
• Society, unfortunately, is full ~of cowards -
which is one reason why we employ policemen to 
protect our families. It is easy to point a finger at 
the wrongdoer, so long as the pointer knows his 
name will not be used, or that he can remain 
uninvolved. 
But, When it comes to doing something abont it 
- ah, that is a different matter altogether. 
Not only can newspapers be sued, but, when 
the writer of a letter to the editor writes a litter 
that is libellous defamatoryand otherwise 
harmful to a person's reputation - even if the 
facts are correct - the writer, the editor and the 
publisher can all be held responsible and subject 
to heavy frees. And this does, and has happened, 
as recently as a few months ago. 
I t  is very uncomfortable to have to sit on a 
story where you know injustice is being done, 
where good people are suffering, because of 
bullies, wives living in fear of husbands, children 
in fear of parents, residents in fear of neighbeurs 
-as well as neighbours ~dogs- and where wealthy 
citizens are waxing wealthier by crooked dealing 
- and not be able to report it. 
But there is a "betton line" to all this. 
e 
• i, • •.• 
should write their provincial 
and federal legislators to 
protest he Bill's provisions. 
A detailed statement 
outlining its threat to 
Canadian Constitutional 
Government. may he oh- 
isined by writing the 
Monarchist League of 
Canada, 2 Wedgewood 
Crest., Ottawa, Ont. KIB 
4114. 
Yours sincerely, 
John L. Aimers, 
' Dominion Chairman 
Such stories have to be put on "hold" until 
there is an opportunity to research them, 
thoroughly, and check them out in detail. 
Usually this opportunity does come. sooner "or 
later. Then, and only then can the story be 
broken, and appear in print• 
Hopefully, as the' HERALD grows in revenue 
and circulation - which it appears to be doing at 
an encouraging rate, right now, - it will be 
possible to add staff that will allow us to do the 
trickier and more' involved sort of investigative 
reporting the public prefers. 
Even as I am writing this, I have just been 
handed a CP news story off the wire reporting 
the New York Times has been fined $100,000 and 
a reporter $i,000 for refusing to turn over notes in 
the murder trial of Dr. Marie Jascalevich. 
• The reporter (Myron Farber) cari-ied out an 
investigation that led to the doctor's indictment 
on five counts of murdering patients by ad- 
ministering lethal doses of curare - a muscle 
relaxant. 
The reporter r~aintained the order to turn over 
his files to the judge would undermine his 
credibility and violate confidences. He insisted 
there was nothing in his notes which would 
establish guilt or innocence. In vain• 
Yes, indeed. Sad but true. That's how it is. So, 
to those who wonder why we sit on stories until 
we have all the facts in, and can use them 
without recrimination - that is the story• 
"Listen, Leonid -~- how does Andy Young for Shcharansky sound to you?" 
More Letters To The Editor 
Dear Sir: 
We are indeed grateful to 
the great host d people 
across our land who have 
given so generously of their 
time, service and support in 
aid of our Red Shield Appeal. 
Your speclllo contribution 
through the Daffy Herald to 
the success of our National 
Campaign is truly ap, 
preclated and we hope this 
brought you a measure of 
personal satisfaction, We 
heartily thank you, 
May God bless your 
Yours sincerely, 
George T, Oystryk 
Lieut, Colonel 
National Campaign Director 
' In addition, I should point 
out to you that Loto Canada 
has adapted a "Cede of 
Advertising Ethics" (a copy 
of which is attached for your 
reference) which states, 
among other items, that "the 
nature of the Advertising 
messages should he such not 
to portray the product as 
yielding unreal ex- 
pectatious", and "messages 
should be simple and 
straightforward. Techniqms 
which would unduly increase 
gambling should he 
avoided"; and "Loto Canada 
will net use media vehicles 
clearly oriented toward 
youth of under 18 years of 
age". The intent of the ad- 
vertising code of ethics is to 
ensure that Loto Canada, in 
accordance with its mandate 
from the federal govern- 
Dear Mr. Editor: 
lain writing at this time in. 
response to your editorial 
dated July 5th entitled 
"Lotteries May Be Harmful 
to Your Health". 
I appreciate very much the 
points you have raised in this 
editorial, and share your 
concern that lotteries in 
Canada be operated in a 
sensible and responsible 
manner. Particularly, as the 
Minister responsible to 
Parliament for Loto Canada, 
the national lottery, I have 
had a particular interest" in 
the question you raised 
concerning the effect of 
lottery games and their 
effects on low-income 
families, with little or no 
disposable income. 
In recognition of the social 
problems which might be 
caused by lotteries in this ment, fulfills its rnspon. 
regard, Loto Canada com- sibility not only to operate a., 
missioned in March 1977 .a lottery but also to reflect he 
cross Canada survey to general policies and at- 
determine just who was lltudes of the.Canadian 
purchasing letter), tickets in government asthey relate to 
Canada. The stuny revealed, thepretection a d promotion 
that the largest percentage of the Canadian consumers' 
of ticket buyers, both of Loto interest, and to represent the 
Canada tickets and lottery standards of conduct which Thanks us tickets in general, was the government expects of 
comp~ed of people in the any good corporate citizen. 
I can assure you that .I 
appreciate the concern you 
express - and which is 
shared by Canadians .. that 
lot[eries hould not act as an 
undue promotion for gam- 
bling, or raise unreal ex- 
pectations as to their 
"payoffs". However, it is 
also recognized that lot- 
teries, at all levels from Loto 
Canada down to the local 
service club raffle, have 
come to play an important 
role in the raising of funds 
for community and vclun. 
teer activities in our snelety. 
Clearly a balance must be 
struck, and I can assure you 
$10,000 to $19,000 annual 
income bracket. The second 
group of purchasers was 
comp~ed of people in the 
$20,000 and over annual 
income bracket, while the 
smallest group of purchasers 
- of beth Loto Canada tickets 
and lottery tickets in general 
- was made up of these 
people whose annual 
household income was under 
$10,0o0 annually. The 
research also indicated that 
those people on fixed in- 
comes (such as pensioners 
and welfare recipients) did 
net represent a large per- 
centage of those partaking in 
lottery purchases. 
that I will continue to 
monitor this important and 
sensitive matter on an 
ongoing basis. 
Yours very truly, 
lena Campagnolo 
ON President Praises ON 
• Robert Bandeen, who was 
Bandeen;pr~identandchief president of Grand Trunk 
executive officer of CN, told Western before becoming 
an American audience here president of CN, said that he 
today that U.S. railroads legislative framework under 
have always faced more which railways operate in 
regulation than their Canada is more c~trel.free 
counterparts in Canada. with the result' that "all 
sectors of Canada's tran- 
"The" infrastructure of sportatien industry - air, 
subsidies, taxes, legislation, road, water and rail - are in 
and controls in the American a comparatively healthy 
transportation system is financisl'shape, despite the 
exceedingly complex, to fact that Canada is currently 
correct these distortions experiencing a mild 
without unduly disrupting receasi~,. °' 
the transport industry and He said CN is currently 
its customers i  one of the carrying more traffic and is 
major challenges facing the more profitable than it has 
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weekend at the Terrace 
Speedway as the Terrace 
Stock Car Association ran its 
hi-weckly ra~s. 
Placing flint in the A 
+ . . . . . . . . . .  * Te , ,o - -=.  BG Car  87 owned by Brmn and Lmda Turner  passes  female  stock car  dr ivers  in the .Terrace area.  1 in front of the flag man with a half car leadover Photo by Jim Morris iBqSRVVl  l l 
• r ival .  L inda Turner  is one of the few full t ime 
A Sunday afternoon drive? • 
--+--+ p 
. For  in fo rmat ion  contact  
Trophy Dash was Tom t~ 
Shensby in car 17. Herb 
quest in car 66 was s.~nd V~ 
and Ran King Jr. in car 11 
was third. 
In tim B Trophy Dash 
Dennis Williams in car 17 
.took the checkered flag with 
Dennis Ward in car 55 second 
and third place going to 
$haunce Kruaselbrink. 
Ren King Jr. won the A 
"Heat in ear U. Herb Quasi n 
car 66 came in behind him 
and Tom Shensby in car 17 
took third place~ 
In the B Heat car 44 
drivi~ . 1~, Sheunee 
Kruaselbrink took first place . . . . . . . .  
with Dennis Will iam in car "~., ::' ~ ' +: :', • : :" " " " 
17 second and Dennis Ward ' ,.. _ _~"  . . . .  . . _~_ ,~, ,~ ~ 
in ear 66 second and Tom. ~ ~ ; +  P ~, , . .  Y,, +~.,, 
R. K ing  and Sons'  car  is g iven the checkered  flag the Ter race  Speedway, 
for the v ictory lap  in Sundays  tock.car  act ion a t  Photo  by  J im Morr is  
~assby in car 17 third. 
The. B Main was won by 
hunce  Krusselbrink in car 
44 while Linda Turner in car , 
211 was second and Dennis t 
wmiams in car 17 was third, second and Tom Sheasby ~A. Point Standings 
third. CAR " 
In the Jamboree Herb After Sundays races the 44 . .  
¢~tast ook the checkered point standings for the 66 ,. . . . .  : 
flagin car 66 with Jim Irvine . drivers are as follows. 78 
B Point Standings 
Recreation Chatter CAR 
44 
17 




Rdler Disco Dance 
There's going to be plenty 
d room for dancing and 
roller skating at the Terrace 
Arena Friday, July ~8. For 
~.00 admission free you can 
Roller skate or dance all 
night long. The .Recrentio.n 
Department has Drought 
back Daws Disco again for 
non.stop disco music. Come 
and have the time of your 
life. Everyone is going to be 
there, how about you? 
Yes ,  it 's true, Sharon 
LOUSh (Recreation prng.ram 
coordinator) has moved her 
dflce. Her new office is in 
the house next to the pool on 
Park Avenue., She also has a 
new l~ene number that is 
63§-2841, so for any in- 
formation on program ,gi~ 
bars call. I'm sure she It be 
• glad to hear from you. 
The Terrace Creative 
Playground 
Hey Kids, the Terrace 
Creative Playgrounds have 
been doing lots of fun and- 
new activities at Uplands 
school field. Some of the 
activus they've been doing 
are; roller skating, swim- 
ruing, news pap.- fashion 
show, arts and  crafts, 
watching N.F.B. films, going 
to the chicken farm, and the 
whole day in the sun at the 
Lakelse Lake. We've been 
having agreat orn out at the 
playgrounds everyday and 
the so children seem to he 
having a.great time. Why 
not come out and join in on 
all the fun, I'm Sure there 
• will be something you will 
like. We'll be at Clarence 
Michiel School this week 
from July 24 to August 4. 
Cheryl Flury, Gwen 
Waldie and Gwyn Crossley 
are the playground leaders, 
and their new ideas are 
turning out to be .a great 
success. Thanks Girls, 
you're doing a fine jobl 
Driver Pf. 
Jim Irvlne ~. 345 
, Herb Quast 290 . 
Brian Turner 178 
Driver Pt. 
Shaunce Krusselbrink 182 
Dennis Williams 83 
Tom Sheasby 74 '~  
Driver ' Pt. 
Larry Alger 35 
Ken Gordon 32 
AI Pasko 18 
~tt~lltr 
 Ann 









Reservations ~,t the Tudor up untii S l~.m. 
WED,.SUN. 
• 6 a,m,-1 a+n. 
~146 0dy Otr. 632-72N 
t Audrey Barker 
at the 
Terrace Hotel 
. . . .  i 








A ~  to our 
cuslomers, it's the 
deal intown. 
Test ~a Hondatoday at
is/191 TERRACE HONDA SALES 
~"  I 41N2 HWy. 16 WeSt 
Northwest Realty Ino. _ 
747 Buts Street p 
• Vanaouver, e.I), • ~ 
U ~i/ V6E. 1Y2 
,~ +::~ Phone 6884§31 
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Arts and  crafts t ime at the summer  p layground program turned into a 
fashion show for the Httle ladies who were assisted with their  gowns by 
p layground leaders.  (see page 7). 
Ziegler suspendsMurdoch 
because of drug charge 
NI~W YORK (CP) --  arrested at Toronto In: He has consistently denied 
President John Zingier of the ternational Airport after a that it was for his use and ha 
tiny amount of cocaine was has maintained that it was National Hockey League an- 
nounced Monday that right 
winger Don Murdoeh o( New 
York Rangers has been sus- 
pendod for the entire 1978-79 
season because of his guilty 
plead to possession of illegal 
drugs. 
The suspension, however, 
could be limited to the first 
40 games of the regular 
schedule depending on 
Murdoch's future conduct. 
Ziegler said the suspension 
and a $500 fine came as a 
result of Murdoch's guilty 
plea last April 24 in Bramp- 
ton, Ont., to possession of a 
small amount of cocaine. 
Murdoch ...... received a 
suspended sentence. 
found in his possession. 
Murdoch was able to play 
another season with the 
Rangers before his case 
finally came to trial last 
April. He pleaded guilty to 
illegal possession before 
Judge Gerald Young of the 
Ontario provincial court. 
Other charges previously 
bad been dropped. 
Zingier, in dealing with the 
first drug-possession case 
ever involving an NHL 
player, said he believed 
Murdoch's tory. 
"Mr. Murdoch has ad- 
mitted that he did have this 
illegal drug in, his possession. 
by accident that he came by 
the same, and that it wa his 
intention to throw it away 
but that he forgot and it got 
placed in his baggage by the 
act of anoUier. 
"Mr. Murdoeh's statement 
in this regard has been 
corroborated and is accepted 
for the purposes of my 
determination." 
But Ziegler said that since 
every player in the NHL 
enjoys pecial privileges and 
high earnings, there are 
responsibilities that go with 
the job, including steering 
clea~ of illegal drugs. 
Martin resigns as manager 
KANSAS CITY, No. (AP) 
-- Billy Martin, crying 
openly, resigned Monday as 
manager of New York 
Yankees. 
Martin and team officials 
held a brief news conference 
in the lobby of the Crown 
Center Hotel. Martin held a 
handwritten statement and 
prefaced his remarks by 
saying: "There will be no 
questions before or after or 
forever because I'm a 
Yankee and Yankees don't 
throw stones." 
Martin spoke only a 
minute or two and, as his 
voice began cracking, he 
stopped but failed to com- 
pose himself. He was led 
away from the cluster of 
reporters, sobbing. 
• An annonncement was ex- 
pected before Monday 
night's game against the 
Kansas City Royais. con- 
cerning Martin's re- 
placement. 
"I owe it to my health to 
resign," Martin said. "I'm 
• sorry about some things that 
were printed. I did not say 
them. I want to thank my 
coaches, the players and the 
news media for everything." 
At that point Martin's grief 
overcame him and he was 
led away by Cedric Tallis, 
the Yankees' general 
manager. 
Only a montl~ ago Martin 
was assured by Yankees 
"owner George Steinbrenner 
that his job with the Yanks 
was secure for the rest of the 
season. But at that time 
there were rumors that 
Martin might resign for 
health reasons. He was 
reported to have a liver 
ailment. 
What caused his downfall 
from this, his fourth major 
league managerial post (he 
was fired by Minnesota, 
Detroit and Texas), was 
Martin's slur of Stein- 
brenner, a multi-millionaire 
shipping magnate. The 
comment was made Sunday 
night during an explosive 
airport interview in Chicago. 
The discussion centred on 
Reggie Jackson, the Yanks' 
$2.9-million outfielder-desig- 
nated hitter who had been 
slapped with a five-day 
suspension by Martin, 
hacked by Steinbrenner and 
the rest of the Yankees 
brass.: ~ 
Jackson returned to the Times and Henry Hecht of 
club Sunday, sidestepped the New York Post, Martin 
any suggestions of an was reported to have said of 
apology but was kept out of Jackson and Steinbrenner: 
the game by Martin. "The two of them deserve 
The Yankees skipper was eachother. One's a born liar, 
controlled uring the game the other's convicted!" 
but as the team waited at The "convicted" phrase 
O'Hare International Airport referred to Steinbrenner's 
for a flight to Kansas City, he guilty plea in August, 1974, to 
erupted iD front of couple of . :foderal charges that he gave 
reporters, a false explanation for a 
"If Reggie doesn't shut his $25,000 contribution to 
mouth, he won't play!" Richard Nixon's presidential 
Martin bellowed. "I don't campaign fund and that he 
care what George says! He attempted tocoerce his em- 
can replace me right now if ployes to do the same. 
he doesn't like itl" On Monday morning, 
Less than an hour later, Martin denied having made 
speaking only to Murray such a statement about his 
Chass of the New York boss while the two reporters 
Editorial 
By Jim Morris - HERALD they have paid their debt o 
, Sports Editor society. 
In Murduch's case a judge 
The Czars of professional found him guilty and gave 
sport are at it again, him a suspended sentence. 
Monday John Ziegler This should be the end of the ' 
president of the NHL an- matter. Why dues Ztegler 
nounced Don Murduch of the feel he needs to hang Mur- 
New York Rangers could duch at the gate for all the 
possibly be banned for the public to see. Does he 
entire 78-79 hockey season honestly feel the youth of the 
~or his conviction on a nation will all put down their 
charge of possession ol pipes because a professional 
cocaine. The suspensior athlete i s  treated with 
could be lifted if Murdoch is disgrace because he was 
a good boy all summer and involved with drugs. • 
doesn't cause the NHL any When. Clarence Campbell 
more trouble, was first Charged in the Sky- 
Well you have to 'admit Shops affair why wasn't he 
Zteglar is a little more soft. banned from being league 
hearted then Jake Gaduar of president for a time? 
the CFL. Mack Herron and When Harold Ballard was 
Jim Thorpe were run out of convicted of financial wrong 
the league after being doings why weren't the 
convicted of possessiou .of Toronto Maple Leafs taken' 
marijuana., away from HIM? 
It'stime professional sport Why ' weren't Derek 
stopped these witch hunts of Sanderson and Pete 
athletes who have been Mahovalieh banned when 
convicted by a court of law both players uffered from 
on drug charges. We are drinking problems? 
always taught courts hold The NHL is being a 
the law of the land, and all hypocrite and it's time it 
men are crsatedequal. Then began to realize its players 
why 'should athletes be are human beings and not 
subjected to fines, suspen- little boys who should have 
sionaandduniedtheirwayof their wrists slapped when 
making a living even after they do something wrong. 
said they were' standing 
behind their reports. 
Jackson, asked for a com- 
ment on the latest upheaval, 
said only: "All this is really 
unfortunate. It's not my 
business. I would rather go 
home and be away from-it 
.all. It only creates havoc 
with the guys. I have ob- 
ligations, commitments to 
other people and that's why 
rm still with it (playing 
baseball.)" 
RegionaI.Distrint of Kitimat-Stikine 
NOTICE 
Notice is hereby given that a Public: 
Hearing will be held on proposed Lakelse 
Lake Zoning By.law No.57. The proposed 
zoning By.law is concerning the following 
area: 
Private and Crown land at and in the 
vicinity of Lakelse Lake, near Terrace, 
B.C. 
Thegeneral intent of the proposed Zoning 
By-law is to regulate land use and land 
density in the Lakelse Lake area. 
The proposed Zoning By.law may be viewed 
during regular business hours at the 
Regional District of Kltimat.Sflkine office. 
The Public Hearing shall be held at 
Skoglund Hot Springs, Lakelse Lake on 
Wednesday, August 2, 1978 at 7:30 p.m. 
Any and all persons having an interest in 
*the proposed Zoning By.law shall take 
notice and be governed accordingly. 
• John Pousefle 
Administrator 
Regional District of Kitimat.Stikine 




'The NHL president said q~ "' . . . . . . . . .  ' ' '  
that Murdoch, a 21-year-old Rose  t ies.  record 4t, 
native of Cranbrock, B.C., 4~. 
,o, Philli wi eak ds exhibition, regular season e s n s t  r en  
and playoff games for one LAKELSE LAKE LIONS C L U B  ASSOCIATED PRESS achaowieged the feat that Rod Carew lifted Miimesota 4k, year. • 
But Ziegler stipulated that Pete Rose tied the modern ti~ him with Tommy Twins to a 5-4 victory over 
the suspension can be National League baseball Holmes of Boston Braves by Boston Red Sox in the first ANNUAL 
season and the first 40 donseeutive game in the sev- the crowd of 35,939. doubleheader. :•  O U T H O U S E  i U L C E S  
4 
regular season games enth inning Monday night, Rose lofted routine fly Carl Yastrzemski knocked 
provided: then scored in front of Mike balls to centre fielder Lee in his 1,500th career tin and 4 
--The league shall receive Lum's two-run, ninth.inning Mazzilli In the first and fifth Carlton risk slammed a q ~ ' 
from the Rangers a written home run to give Cincinnati innings and grounded into a three-run homer as Boston 4 t 
request not earlier than the Reds a 5-3 victory over New force play in the third. It was rallied to defeat Minnesota 4- 
4 30th regular season game York Mets. . only the lZth time during his 2 in the second game. 
and not later than the 55th Rose, who hit his single streak, which began June 14, Lee May drilled a two-run 4 
P that such a suspension be and scored in the seventh, that Rose had gone hitiess single End Pat Kelly 
commuted, led off the ninth with his through five innings in an delivered a run-scorin'2 , p 
--Murdoch does not act or second hit of the game, attempt to break the record single for his 1.000th maior 
conduct himself, between before Lure lofted a high fly that Holmes set in 1945. lean'me hit. keying a fivemn ~ 
July 24 and the time of ball into the right field In other National League nint'h innir~ "out'burst and ' 
reinstatement "ina manner bullpen for his fifth homer of action, Biff Pocoroba's ~ivin~, Balti'mere Orioles a ' ~ 
so as to bring dishonor to or the year. fourth-inning two-run homer 1"0-6 "victory over Texas ' ~ 
prejudice to or against he Manny Sarmiento, 9-6, the vaulted Atlanta Braves to a Ran~ers - ' p' 
welfare of the National fourth Reds' pitcher, was the 5-1victoryover Ki~ Young" . makm" ~ hzs" • . P , 
Hockey League " winner, while Skip Lock. Phdadelphia, snapping a first ma~or league start, 
TOP ROOKIE " wood, 7-8, was the loser, five-game Phillles' winning scattered~ix hits and Rusty 
Murdoch, a favorite for Rose, who had gone hitless streak. Staub slammed a two-run ~' 
• ' " S ' * ' roekie-of.the-year honors in m hm hrst three at-bat , Rafael Landestoy s two- homer as Detrmt Tigers 
the 1976-77 season before he singled sharply to left field run single capped Houston's defeated Oakland A's 4-1. 
was injured, scored 32 goals off righthander Pat Zachry six-run ninth inning as tim ' ~, 
in 59 games as a rookie, in the seventh. The crowd Astres rallied from a five- George Brett hit a run- 
On his way home in gave himastandingovation, run deficit to tnke a 6.5 scoring .sing.le and.pinch: ~ ~ 5 ~ "" j . .~th  ___.. ~--" ~ - ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~  
August, 1977, he was for 1~ minutes, and Rose triumph over Montreal hitter Jonn waman aoumen 
Expos and break a seven- to knock in another in the ~ / ' - -~  
game losing streak, seventh as Kansas City Dan Thompson Dave Lopes' bases-loaded Royals rallied to defeat New ~ ~"  " ' )  . ~ ~ "= ' - -  
single with two out in the York Yankees 5-2. t ~- - "  
Dark horse for 
swimming team 
EDMONTON (CP) --  In 
almost every major in- 
ternational event, some 
unknown comes through 
with an exceptional per- 
formance to surprise the ex- 
perta. 
Dan Thompson, 22, a 
University of Toronto 
physical education student, 
could be rated as a 
derkhorse for the Canadian 
swimming team in next 
month's Commonwealth 
Games. 
In Regina earlier this 
month, Thompson won the 
100-metre butterfly in 55.57 
seconds, just shy of the 
Canadian mark of 55.56 set 
by Bruce Roberteon of 
Vancouver during the 1972 
Olympics at Munich. 
The effort also was short of 
the Commonwealth record of 
55.47 set by Neil Rogers of 
Australia four years ago. 
Thompson, sixth in the 
Canadian Olympic trials for 
the butterfly event in 1976, is 
confident he will be able 
break Robertson's mark at 
the Games pool. 
"It will be a better pool 
than it was in Regina," he 
said. "I get into the 
nationalism, I really enjoy 
that." 
TRAINS IN CANADA 
Unlike many Canadian 
swimmers, Thompson is not 
attending an American 
university. 
"At the time I really 
wasn't good enough to go 
down to the States. I live in 
Toronto and I love it and I 
just wanted to stay." 
Thompson said he leaks at 
U.S. college swimming with 
a different view than most. 
"They tend to burn you out 
pretty quick. I'm not saying 
that I take it easy during the 
winter, but I'm a little more 
relaxed." 
Traditionally, Canada has 
performed well in. the but- 
terfly events at the Games. 
Thompson figures the 
competition will be tough in 
his race with a couple of 
British performers and 
' George Nagy of Toronto to 
challenge him for the gold. 
ninth inning broke a tie and Dave Chalk's two-out 
gave Los Angeles Dodgers a single in the 16th inning 
3-2 decision over Chicago broke up a fourhour 
Cubs. marathon and lifted Call- 
In the American League, a fornia Angels to a 5-4 victory 
finch-hit, wo-run double by over Cleveland Indians. 
_ JR  
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINES~ 
AUTOVEST 
Before yau buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent- 
ta.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st end lest 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
I 
78 F 250 pickup 
Sl48.00 per month 
lease end price 
S2,175.00 
or sire.ply return 
78 Camaro HT 
Sl39.00 per month 
lease end price 
S2,025.00 
or sire_ply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
S99.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
or simply return 
I I I 
78 Econoline Van 
S!36.00 per month 
lease end price 
Sl,975.00 
or simply return 
78 Zephyr Sedan 
$124.00 par month 
lease end price 
$1,825.00 
or simply, return 
70 F150 4 x 4 
SlSS.O0 per month 
lease end price 
S2,275.00 
or simply return 
I 
78 C 10o Chev I x 
$129.0o per month 
lease end price 
$1,075.00 
or simply return 
'78 Oodoe Van 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price! 
S1,875.00 
or simply return 
78 Olds Cutlass 
S139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL LARRY HAYES- RICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-71 II 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00419A 
n 
"FAMILY FUN DAY" On: August 5, 1978 - 1 p.m. AT OLI'S BEAOH----" 
COME AS YOU ARE OUTDOOR "DANCE" - TUG-O-WAR GAMES - FUN BASEBALL - 
MANY MORE FUN GAMES - A DAY TO REMEMBER! 
SNACK AND REFRESHMENTS WILL BE AVAILABLE. - RULES AND ENTRY FORMS 
CAN BE PICKED UP AT OLE'S PLACE OR LOOK FOR IT IN THE "HERALD". FOR 
MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 798-2408 or 798.2549. 
CLOSING DATE RACE DATE 
August 3 August 5 • 1 p .m.  
RULES AND ENTRY FORM FOR 
LAKIELliE LAKE LIONS ANNUAL, OUTNOUME IIIACill 
AT OLI'M BEACH 
HERE 
RULES"  
Height: Two Meters 
Width:  One by One Meter 
H P: Ten Maximum (Will be 
checked) 
Has to have three sides closed in 
(except for windows) 
Has to have a roof 
Has to be on homebuilt base: 
Pontoons, Floats, Raft, Etc. 
MUST WEAR LIFE JACKET IN 
RACE.  
[~TRY FEE: $10.00 




MAIL TO: Lakelse Lake Lions Club 
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. . . . .  . . . .  French ace too tough |~.~.: • !. .~, , . ~ ' ' - ,  • , . .  . ~  
~' ' : ~" "~ [ '~  " ~ '° :  ,;i ~,,, ~ ~ ~*- ~,~,~ ~ ~.' ~., . ~  PARIS (Renter) -  This Even the winner, Fren- France's sports minister, 
" '~ i~,,.~ . ~ .~ ! ~ ,  , ,  ", , t  .~  ~ '~ i i  ~ year s Tour de France chman Bernard Hinault, 23, Jean.Pierre Saissnn, to take 
' " ~ ~ ~  L ~  cycling race, .marred by a who triumphed Sunday in his ,,c~ion. . 
i ~'" ~" ''~ ~i '~' : ~' :  " '  " ' * : '~  ~;'~"~'~° drngscandolandarevoltby first Tour de France, was Soisson ordered a team of ,~ / J ldb i  ~ I i~  ~ - 
,~  ~- • ' the ~'iders, established that involved in controversy over experts from Paris 
. & ~ ,* ~ r ~  : ,  ~ ~ ~  ~ .... ~" " ~ ' ~a~ -~ , ~ . . '  ' ~ ..1.' ati~,tes cannot pedalup and what the riders called an University to begin a s tudy ,  
~ ' ~ '  ~ ~ j ~  I~ ~ ~ d  three weeks on just mineral schedule, physical and mental streas. 
~ "~i ~ '~ • /::;~ ~ ' '  water, orange juice and a ,'*We're not animal," said It was no coincidence that 
~ • ' :  ~ . . . . .  ~, nourishin steak and salad HinaultatValencedAgenon all three riders tn h~ 
.... ~ ~..= .~.: ,~ .... each night. . . .  . J ul.y. 12 when tl~.. ri.dar disqualified after drug 
' ' "~ '~ ~ ''' :'~r'~" *''~':' ;*~''':~" f~:i'  ';' :''" .......... ~ :~;~' ' '" The disquafificationg of aec~mea a sprint atter, meyrS tests- -Pol lent ier ,  . . . .  Fren 
~,  ,:*~ ~'~:~ ........ ~" ~ ~i i :  Belgian Michel Pollentier, nan ?een zeroed, to make an chman Antoine Guttierez 
~\~.  :~*~°~/;~'~" ~ who was leading when he earz.Y-mornzng s tar t  and Spaniard Jose 
"" ~ ~  ~ /: /i/,i~! was ousted for trying to muowmg.twoenergysappmg N a~_bal-- ran into trouble [ ~/i~ i~ii~;~ evade a dope test showed oaySmwme~renee~candaZ ~r the leth stage, an 
::, take artificial stimulants to wmchmrn~nen me linage oz metre (6,000-f~otl Alpe 
~ ~i:! . . ,  ;.~ ~eep going, me great race. ,oreing d'Huez. - 
. ~V~'. ' .. 
,~4P ,?" 
This young lad  is busi ly working a~vay at  an ar t  pro ject  
dur ing crafts  t ime Bt the summer  p layground program 
sponsored by the . .D is t r i c t  Recreat ion Department .  Dur ing 
the past two weeks the program has been held at Uplands 
playground but began operating from Clarence Michlel 
~/..-',: . . . .  v" ~-~L:.%~.~. 
~,~... '~x 
school tMs week for a two week l~l'ied. Cmordinator Sharon 
Lough said the response has been phenomenal, with dozens of 
youngsters coming to the p laygrounds ouch day  for  crafts ,  
gBmes~ swimming,  ro i lerskat ing,  and many other act iv i t ies.  
Whooping used to motivate Als 
By TIlE CANADIAN PRESS Saskatchewan Roughriders Winnipeg, but was held to 12 the University- of Arizona Calgary coach Jack Gotts 
Lamar Leachman, the at Regina. yards in last week's game in who suffered a knee injury said he to add 
rahrah defensive coach with 
Montreal Alouettes, figures 
his hollering and whooping 
will be even more important 
tonight in t~'ying to motivate 
his charges. 
The Als are missing their 
top offensive combination of
quarterback Sonny Wade 
and tight end Peter Dalla 
Riva so Leachnmn's 
defensive squad may have to 
contribute more than usual 
in a Canadian Football 
League Eastern Conference 
matchup with Hamilton 
TigerCats. 
Tonight's other CFL game 
has Calgary Stampeders vis- 
iting British Columbia Lions. 
Both games are scheduled 
for 8 p.m. local times. The 
Montreal match will be 
televised on the CBC 
national network. 
The remainder of this 
week's schedule goes 
Wednesday night with Ot- 
tawa Rough Riders visiting 
Toronto Argonauts while 
Edmonton Eskimos meet 
Wade has a knee injury 
and Daila Rive a broken 
hand. That leaves the Ale 
with Joe Barnes and 
Canadian Gerry Datttlio to 
handle quarterback chores 
and it's likely more stress 
will be placed on the 
defensive unit, as it was 
against Toronto last week. 
The defence restricted 
Argos star running back 
Terry Met~lf to fewer than 
30 yards and the Als won 30- 
23. 
KEY MAY NOT START 
At Vancouver, the Lions 
likely will be without rookie 
running back Larry Key, 
who never missed a college 
Calgary which the Stamps 
won 23-21. 
Head coach Vic Rapp may 
switch to Harry (Sleep- 
walker) Holt, a drep0u, t from 
during the exhibition season. 
Holt is primarily a wide 
receiver, but played running 
hack in his first season at 
Arizona. 
hopes 
Canadian wide receiver 
Mark McDonald, picked up 
after Winnipeg Blue Bom. 
burs waived him, to the 
lineup. 
Ali says Spinks took 
drugs during fight 
WASHINGTON AP 
Muhammed All has charged 
that Leon Spinks took a drug 
from a tittle black bottle 
game at Florida State. . 
The 185-peunder suffered a 
pulled l~..t~,~t~i'ng muscle W Monday, , 
the las~|~t~i:sain~.~,The~spaper.qu~ded All 
Wednes~eal .~ry .wne~.  ':' is' eaying:""I had that guy 
he leaped over me nonen almost out in the 14th round, 
after being forced' out o~ 
bounds. 
Key gained 184 yards 
rushing in the league opener 
in Vancouver  against 
Sports Briefs 
LAUSANNE, Swstzerlano 
(Renter) -- Swiss ski star 
LlseMarie Morerod has .a 
fracture of the spinal column 
and likely will be in hospital 
for several months, doctors 
said Monday. 
They issued the statement 
after Morerod, 22, World Cup 
winner in 1977 and runner.up 
this year, was transferred to
Lausanne's ' University 
Hospital from a hospital at 
Martlgny for treatment of 
injuries suffered in a car 
accident Saturday. 
A medinai bulletin said 
Metered also suffered a 
fractured pelvis and right 
shoulder, concussion and a 
broken right index finger. 
But the bulletin said the 
• nerve' system in her spine 
The 29-year-old Jacopucci had not been damaged and 
slipped in(o .a coma after a doctors ~tid not plan to 
bruising title bout last operate atthlstime, 
during the fight last Feb. 15 
that cust All his 
Heavyweight crown, the 
Washington Star reported 
Then, wboml lie's drinking 
out of that bottle between 
rounds and he comes out 
smoking." 
The banner sports page 
article by J.D. Bothen, who 
visited Ati in his hotel room 
Sunday, said that some of 
Ali's own advisers in the 
room appeared stunned by 
the allegation. 
All, who is scheduled to 
meet Splnks in a return title 
match on Sep. 15, was 
reminded of the seriousness 
of the allegation and given 
the chance to change his 
mind, but he refused to back 
down, the article said. 
"Look, I have films of the 
fight at my training camp. 
I've looked at them a hun- 




OTTAWA - The scheduled 
August 14, 1978 exhibitiou 
baseball game between the 
Montreal Expos and a Cuban 
amateur national team has 
been cancelled because of 
unreoolvable problems. 
An exhibition game had 
been tentatively arranged 
alter the Cuban Government 
had asked the Honourable 
lone Campagnolo. Minister 
of State, Fitness and 
Amateur Sport, to open 
negotiations with the Expos 
and the Office of the Com- 
missioner of Baseball, Mr. 
Bowie Kuhn. 
Discussions with the 
television networks in- 
dicated some hesitation 
because the game would 
have followed ton days of 
heavy sports telecasting of 
the 1976 Commonwealth 
Games in Edmonton. 
Management of Montreal 
Expos also expressed con- 
corn that an exhibition game 
might strain the phyainal 
resources ofthe team should 
it be engaged in a tight 
pennant race at that time. A 
third factor was that ticket 
sales might have suffered 
because no provision had 
been made for arainont. 
However, both parties 
sgreed that negotiations 
should take place at a later 
date for the scheduling of a 
two or three game series at 
the beginning of the 1979 
aess0n, 
BOLOGNA, Italy (AP) -- 
A three-hour autopsy on the 
body of middleweight boxer 
Angelo Jacopucci showed 
that his heart, lungs and 
liver were in perfect con- 
dition during his fatal bout 
with Britain's Alan Minter, 
officials aid Monday night. 
They reported slight 
• damage to the right lobe of 
the brain and rupture of two 
veins in the.same area, but 
said they may have been 
caused by the emergency 
brain surgery Jacopucei 
underwent shortly after 
being knocked out in the 12th 
round. 
A detailed report on the 
autopsy was to be issued 
later. 
Metered was a passenger 
in a car driven by Swiss 
national ski coach Pierre- 
Plain Bruchez when their 
vehicle was in a collision at 
across-marls near Martlgny 
with another car, Bruchez 
was not hurt seriously. 
Wednesday, underwent two 
operations and died Friday. 
TORONTO (CPJ - -  
Broadcast News Ltd. an- 
nounced plans Monday to 
make available to private 
radio stations in Canada 
exclusive live coverage of 
the heavyweight cham- 
pionship boxing match Sept. 
15 between Leon Splake and 
Muhammad All. 
Broadcast News, a news 
agency serving the private 
broadcasting industry in 
Canada, obtained the 
Canadian radiorights from 
the American Broadcasting 
Corp., which holds the world- 
wide radio and television 
rights. CBC-TV also will 
carry the championship 
fight. 
The bout in the New 
Orleans Supardome gives All 
a chance to regain the title 
he lost to Splnks hat March 
In Las Vepe. 
NEW YORK • (CP) -- 
Jockey Ron Turcotte 
remained in satisfactory 
condition in University 
Hospital on 'Monday, after 
being injured in a spill at 
Belmont Par k on July 13. 
Turcotte's wife had no 
comment when questioned 
about his condition and the 
hospital said only that his 
condition was satisfactory. 
' Last week, Dr. Valo Ben- 
jamin, a neurosurgeon, 
reported some improvement 
in the Grand Falls, N.B., 
native's condition, although 
be was paralyzed below the 
waist, 
The doctor performed an 
operation to flit a bone away 
from the spinal column and 
fused the sixth through t0th 
thoracic vertebrae. 
Benjamin was unavailable 
for comment Monday. 
Turcutte was injured'when 
his motmt cllpl~d the heels 
of the nerse-|n front and 
stumbled. 
corner are asking lum Imw "The thing is that maybe 
he feels between rounds and you could give a fighter an 
then be's sipping from his aspirin and tell him it was a 
tittle black bottle," All was pep pill and it could have a 
oted. psychological effect on him. 
e Star said Spinks's I don't know how important 
trainer, Sam Solomon, also it is," Dundee said. 
in Washington over the The Star said All was 
weekend, refused, to corn- aware that he cannot prove 
ment, and Spinks himself 'the allegation, but quoted 
could not be reached, him as saying "that isn't the 
MAYBE HONEY 
But Ali's trainer, Angelo 
Dundee, was less assertive 
about the' allegation when 
contacted at his home in 
Miami, the Star said. 
"I can't really say what 
was in the bottle," Dundee 
said. "It could have been 
boney and brandy or 
somethlag ... hut I do know 
that a fighter is not supposed 
to have anything but water 
between rounds .... 
point.". 
"I don't have to prove it. I 
know it. 
"Hell, Spinks couldn't 
even stand up after the fight. 
That's what happens when 
that stuff wears off. But 
what's important o me is 
that even ff there is an in- 
vestigation and nothing i s  
proved, the athletic com. 
mission in New Orleans ite 
of the next match will still be 
on the look out for anything 
funny," All said. 
Fishing Report 
By Don Pearqon - Custom up each day and this tends to 
Sports 
Low tide at 12 p.m. of 3.7 
feet, high tide at 5:30 p.m. of 
14.6 feet. 
Douglas Channel fishing 
over the weekend was ab- 
selutely beautiful with good 
weather on Saturday but 
make fishing all the more 
enjoyable. But because of 
the super feeder Spring 
fishing all summer it only 
tends to make fishing better 
because fishing was good 
already. 
Crab fishing is good but 
quite rough on Sunday. one should remember that 
The Coho fishing is picking the limit is six per person. 
Junior development 
track and field. 
Athletes from all over B.C. 
will converge at Swangard 
Stadium in Burnaby for the 
B.C. Junior Development 
Track and Field Cham- 
pionships on August 5 and 6 
starting at 10:30 a.m. on 
Saturday and 9:00 a.m. on 
Sunday. The Junior 
Development Division of 
B.C. Track and Field 
Association will be hosting 
the event. 
A full range of track and 
field events will be available 
for athletes aged 9 to 15. 
Many of tbel3 - 15 year olds 
will also be participating in
the first B.C. Summer 
Games in Penticton. 








• Olipping, Brooming, Fleabatho, 
Ears, Eyes, Nails, Eta. 
6,16-9261 
I' 
ELL THE (OmFORTS 
OF HOME... 
How you can  go anywhere  and st i l l  have  those  /" 
comfor ts  of home.  Take  your vacat ion  this year  ,e, / 
in one of  our  fabulous recreat ional  vehic les.  ~-  
I ts the only way to gel  ' 
1976 ASPEN SE 
Station Wagon. Auto Trans. 6 cyl., power windows 
1974 INTERNATIONAL ½ TON 
PICKUP Transportation Special 
1977 TOYOTA I )EL ICA 
Llflback G.T. 5 Sp. with Stereo in ekceitent cond. 
1976 BRONCO 4X4 
VO, Auto, P.S., P.B. 
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE 
2 Door, VO Auto. Trans. 
1974 JIMMY 4x4 
Blazer VO auto 
1976 GMi) ¾t, PICKUP 









Transpor ta t ion  Spec ia l  
1974 MERCURY METEOR $1096 
4 door V8 auto trans. 
1974 i)HKV. PIOKUP 30 Series $2996 
VO 4 speed 
1976 FORD F250 i)REW I)AB 
4X4 vo Auto rans. 
1973 FORD F260 PICKUP 
V0 auto trans., Camper special 
1975 MUSTANG Mll)H 1 




1977 18' SANBSTER 
166 H.P. Moroury inboard outboard. 
Toilet - Depth Sounder. 
Leased only 40 hours. 
Easy lead trailer. 
Coo-bee Radio. Like now oondition. 
DOO727A 
In recconition of progressive management... 
modern soles and service facilities., sound 
merchandising practices...high quality stan- 
dards...ond continuing ~lterest in -:qdertng 




Terrace Totem Ford Sales Ltd. 
4631 Koith 636-4H4 
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Must be 16 - 25 years and single. 
MUST be a declared contestant by August 3. 
Judging prior to Parade. 
Must be entered with float or car to qualify. 
RIVERBOAT QUEEN ENTRY FORM 














Industrial (Please Describe) 
Commercial (Please Describe) 
Domestic (Please Describe) 
Open (Please 9escribe) 
- Clubs, Orpnizations, Kids, 
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Carter's staff 
embarrassing 
WASHINGTON '(CP) --  
Once again, questionable 
activity by one of President 
Carter's trusted advisers 
and personal friends has 
developed into'a situation. 
acutely embarrassing to the 
chief executive. 
The sudden resignation 
amid scandal ast week of 
Dr. Peter Bourne, special 
assistant in charge of health 
affairs, was a personal and 
political blow for Carter, 
who once described the 
British-born psychiatrist as 
"about the elossst friend I 
have in the world." 
Bourne tendered his 
resignation after it became 
known that he had used a 
false name on a prescription 
for the controlled drug 
Quaalude he wrote for one of 
his staff. 
He now is under criminal 
investigation and might he 
¢barged with a Virginia 
felony which carries a 
maximum sentence of five 
years in prison. 
The Bourne incident has 
dredged up memories of an- 
As well, the full extent of 
his activities only became 
known after weeks of in- 
vesUgatlon by Congress and 
the Securities and Exchange 
Commission. 
Bourne, on the other hand, 
came under criminal in- 
vesUgation while occupying 
a $51,000-ayear White House 
job. 
His offence was more 
clcarcut and had more 
immediate r sults, including 
the arrest of the woman who 
tried to fill the prescription 
Bourne admits he wrote for 
her friend. 
HOLDS LOAER POST 
The doctor's position in the 
White House, and his in. 
fluence with the Georgia 
group of top presidential 
assistants, were far below 
that of Lance. 
These factors, and the 
spectre of more bad 
publicity, were undoubtedly 
involved in the speed--und 
relief--which which the 
White House aoepted 
Bourne's resignation. 
For Carter, the activities 
other Carter adviser who re- of some of his aides must be 
signed under questionable frustrating as well as era- 
conduct, fo rmer  budget barraasing. The Bourne 
director Bert Lance. incident, for example, made 
,Para|leis between the two headlines on the day he had 
cases are obvious--both men scheduled his first prime. 
were  confidants of Carter 
since his days as governor of 
Georgia and both men left 
the Whit 
e House to face possible 
criminal action. 
As well, the area in which 
each man was a specialist 
wan also the area where 
improprieties occurred: the 
man in charge of the federal 
budget had problems 
managing his own finances; 
the man in charge of curbing 
drug abuse is accused of 
abusing drug laws. 
In the Lanec case, 
however, the improprieties 
that led to his resig~tion, 
including questionable stock 
deals and shaky banking 
practices, occurred before 
he entered the White House. 
time news conference, 
during which he planned to 
discuss the economic 
summit at Bonn. 
His impatlonea t seeing 
some of his staff and aides 
step out of line appears to be 
growing. 
A week before the Bourne 
incident, he publicly 
chastised UN Ambassador 
Andrew Young for his out- 
spoken comments, on po- 
litieal prisoners in the U.S. 
and Soviet Uniou. 
Young's comment was the 
most controversial made yet 
by the outspoken UN am- 
hassador. But whkle Carter 
is still backing Young, he 
appears to becoming fed up 
with trouble from his ad-. 
risers. 
OFF-SHORE DRILLING...BUT NOT FOR OIL - For 
the f irst/ /me in the history of Cansdlan mining, an off- 
shore drill rig is being used to search for minerals. 
Imperial Oil Limited of Toronto is using the rig to 
THE HERALD, Tuesday, J,~ly 25, 1918, Page 9 
explore for uranium' at  Midwest Lake in northern 
Saskatchewan, the site of recent discoveries by the 
company. Midwest Lake is about 650 km (4@0 miles( 
NORTHEAST OF Saskatoen. 
3 dead in B.hodesian clash 
police statement that ended 
an official censorship ban on 
the incidents. 
Previously, clashes have 
been reported in Rhodesia's 
secondlargest city of 
Bulawayo and beyond 32 
kllometres of Salisbury 
between government forces 
and guerrillas seeking to 
topple the four-month-old 
biracial administration. 
The transition government 
promises black.majority 
rule in Rhodesia by the end 
SALISBURY (AP) - -  
Black nationalist guerrillas 
and security forces clashed 
in the Rhodeslan capital 
during the weekend for the 
first time in six years of war, 
leaving three insurgents 
dead and two wounded, 
police reported Monday. 
At least one black civilian 
was wounded in three 
shootouts in segregated 
black suburbs within 13 
idlometrss of the central 
district of Salisbury, said a 
No deals for 
hostage takers 
Three  escape  - 
There  are no actual 
f rom Laval  who take hostages in federal • pen i tent ia r ies ,  says  
• . . . . . . . .  C~#a's  Commissioner of 
' MON~I~EAL ' "~ (~')~" - -""~ :"""7~;:":=~"':' ''~ "'  "" : -  C0gr~"~6~s " t}onald ' R. KOCh Jmne~ was serving v,~,~,ous 
with "~""  " Three prisoners serving time five years for robbery In an interview w~th The • for robbery with violence violence and sequestration, ~,,,omo,, ~) ,~ y~m,mt 
e J "="=""  - '~"  "-==-'- escaped through a cell J an albert four years for ~_,~_..~,,...~., . . . ,.~. to,, 
window at the federal " ~' '~ '~""  ° " " '~"  robbery wflh violonca, auto . . . . . . .  ~" i  ~-I palicywlthhnstnge-takers as medium-security Leclerc mexcaanrooneryanu~cne . . . . ~.,~ , , . .  ultimate 
Institute in nearby Laval Drouln three years for ar- ,."~.'..';~."~s .'~." oained " 
early today, a penitentiary m.~ robbery and robbery ~l=t~'~ minor con~cessions 
blmkesman said. ' w|mw. mense . . . .  _ are sometimes made to 
The three-Jean Jalbert, tiu~euec prowncm ponce o..,~ ,,,~t,.,~ 
25, his brother Ronh, 21, and spok~smunPierre. L marbre "',~'~'~'=,~,"~,... ~.- - . . . .  _~*,~k places 
Michel Drouin, 18--escaped stud the fugitives are consid- July 21, the second ay of the 
by cutting through the ered dangerous although l~.taoo.faldnontmn~drnum. 
burred window of a third- Dyotte said the three are not :~='-~;.--~'r~h'amb'a'u'It-l'n- 
floor Cell, said Jacques regarded as dangerous by ~'~,,~;~"~orth"o'f Montreal 
Dyotte, regional ad- prison authorities. • o_.~..,- - . , , . . .  t end~ 
ministrator with the federal The Leclerc Institute is "me ofullme~nsunda_ with peac y y y penitentiary service, near the federal maximum- ,~.. ~, .  oo ,~ ~,,, .,,~o-n 
"An inmate can cut security Lanai Institut ~_.~ . . . . .  .,~ ,1.,, o;~;.~ . t  
through (the bars) in about where less than two weeks . . . .  
ago four prisoners escaped, 
killing one guard and 
wounding three others. A 
wouldbe scaper also died In 
that escape. 
Last week, two of the esca- 
pers were recaptured but the 
two others--Jacques Mass~ 
and Pierre Vincent--remain 
at large. 
Today's escape followed 
the peaceful ending Sunday 
morning of a hostnge*tcking 
at Archambault Institute at 
nearby Ste. Anne-Des- 
Plsines. Two prisoners there 
hold four prison employees 
for three days before 
releasing them unharmed. 
a 10-point agreement 
granting minor concessions 
to convicted murderers 
Serge'Roberge and Maurice 
Paquette. 
"Negotiations" referred to 
by media and prison of- 
fielsls, says Yeomans, ac- 
tually consist of "talks 
aimed at persuading bos- 
lage-lakers to give them- 
selves up." 
"Time is on our side," 
Yeomans said. "We are 
becoming skilled in handling 
these alfairs. We are 
training many of our people 
to handle bostage.takings, 
which occur for a wide va- 
riety of reasons, including 
frustrated escape at- 
five minutes with the proper 
, !  tools, Dyotto stud. He could 
not elaborate on what tools 
Were used. 
.Dyotte said the three 
jumped from the window on 
to a nearby roof and would 
have had to cross the prison 
yard and scale two high 
fences to make their 
getaway. 
Guards making morning 
rounds ~ovored  dummies 
in the hods d the three men 
at about 5:30 a.m. EDT, he 
said. 
The penitentiary service 
has ordered an inquiry into 
the escape. 
of this year, but excludes two" 
guerrilla leaders who have 
pledged to step up the war. 
The first clash was Friday 
night, the police statement 
said, when one guerrilla was 
seriously wounded after 
attempting torob a beer hall 
in the black township of 
Mufaknse. 
The guerrilla opened fire 
with an  automatic weapon 
when police arrived and the 
boer" hall was badly 
damaged in the ensuing 
battle, police said. 
HURLED GRENADES 
Police said three 
guerrillas traced to a home 
in the Highfields township in 
follow-up operations were 
shot dead after they hurled 
grenades at police who 
~ ougee by apparent grenade lasts. 
Saturday afternoon, 
another guerrilla nd a black 
onlooker were wounded in 
the third shootout at a High- 
fields beer hall, police said. 
"Police opened fire when 
the terrorist attempted to 
throw a grenade at them," 
the statement said c~ the 
third incident. 
Police said they seized a 
quantity of arms and am- 
munition manufaetm~d in
Communist countries in the 
townships. The Soviet Union, 
East Germany, 
Czechoslovakia and Ch ina  
are the main suppliers of the 
two separate guerrilla ar- 




MONTREAL (C) --  Air 
Canada's 7,500 ground 
ssrcce workers will stage 
rotating strikes next month 
if the airline doesn't make a 
satufactory contract offer, a 
union official saidmonday. 
harry Shaw, chief negtiator 
for the Intecational 
Association of Machinists, 
said in k interview strike 
action was authorized by 83 
per cent of the workers who 
voted across Canada during 
the last two weeks. The 
workers have been without a
contract since APril 2. 
The workers include 
aircaft maintenance m- 
ployes, baggage handlers, 
ramp staff and loading and 
cargo agents at airports and 
Air Canada maintenance 
buses. 
A federal conciliator is 
finishing his report and a 
strike would be legal seven 
days after it is made public, 
possibly late this wek or 
early next week,rShaw said. 
The workers' vote 
authorized only rotating 
walkouts at this stage, Shaw 
said. If the union eventually 
decides on a general strike, 
it will seek approval in a 
second vote. 
"We realize 'this is the 
peck sf the travel season and 
we don't want to in- 
convenience the travelling 
public any more than we 
have to,'! the union negotia- 
tor said. "All we're trying to 
do is exert the maximum 
pressure on management." 
The rotating strikes, used 
by the same group in 1971 
and 1973, probably would last 
24 hours and affect all 
operations ata given centre, 
he added. 
Union and management 
were to meet here today at 
the airline's request, Shaw 
said, in a last.ditch effort to 
avert the threatened 
walkouts. 
After the concilat|on 
report is made public, Labor 
Minister John Munro could 
still" delay any strikes in- 
definitely by appointing a 
conciliation commission to 
study the dispute. 
Shaw said the dispute 
centres on wages. The union 
wants an 18-per-cent in- 
crease in an 18-month 
agreement, most of it to he 
paid next year to avoid fed- 
oral anti;inflation controls 
which will not apply to wage 
increases beyond 1978. 
The company has couo- 
tered with 12 per cent in a 
• two-year  agreement .  
Current op rates are $393 a 
week for machinists and $279 
for baggage and ramp 
employees. 
Workers at Dorval airport 
hers staged a brief protest 
last fall when the federal 
anti-inflation board reduced 
by 2.4 per cent a seven-p~e, r- 
cent increase their umon 
leaders had negotiated. 
Wagon Days 
surrounded the house. Re- Although news of the TERRACEHONDASALES 
purpose, Yeomans aid, was porters visiting the scene shootings spread rapidly ~ 4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. VSG 1LS 
to show convicts that found the windows and back through the black township, 535-6571or 635.432$ • 
bostsge-taking "gets them door shattered, about 2,000 withanestimatedpopulation ~ Dealer Li.cence Humber02056A 
nowhere." bullets appeared to have of 500,000, military censors 
He said most prison peppered the building and imposed a news blackout HONDA.  Test drive a Honda today. 
hostsgetakers eventually the.., concrete floor was under_¢mergeney laws. - -  . .:.:,:.. ~ - -  - -  - -  --7-. 
end up in one of the 48 celis in • .  ~,  A ~:  ;~. ;A. ~k  ~" J . .  ~,~ ~,~ A A ~ ~,~ ~ A. A ~.. ~ 
Canada's two "super ~ • v ~r  ~,~ ~,~ ~ ~,~ v ~,~ ~-  ~,- ~ ~,~ ~ ~ ~ ~,- v ~ ~,- 
maximum-security" special 
handling units at Laval, 
Que,, or Millhaven, Ont. [~D 
Echoing comments made ..~ 
last week by prison officials 
and spokesmen for prisou 
guards, Yeomans said he 
hoped a thrseman inquiry F 
into the recent bloody escape k 
at Laval Institute near i•  
Montreal would contain ew v 
recommendations to eurtsil 
drng-and weapon-smuggling p, 
into penal institutions. ¢~ 
A guard and prisoner were 
killed during the escape by 
four prisoners, most of j~  
whom had escaped from qv 
I 
v 
prison previously. The 
inquiry hopes to be able to 
establish ow the prisoners, 
two of whom have been 
recaptured, managed to get 
held of at least one handgun. 
"It's rare for a gun to he 
found inside a prison," Yec- 
roans said. In mast escapes 
and hostage-takings, con- 
vicis use crude weapons 
fashioned in workshops or 
cells. 
"All sorts of ingenious de- 
vices are made and all types 
of things are found by guards 
during their routine sear- 
ches. The Public Service 
Alliance of Canada (guards' 
union) has a museum of 
things including knives and 
Rids Iba warm $immot Breozes in a 12 It. Kolibri $ailboal, 
91J Si. FI. Main & dibsail, 0nsinkablo N01b. oapaoily yol 
woighs only 1511 lb. hsill/oarlopped or lord wilh optional 
trailer 









OTTAWA (CP) - -  The Miss Berster's three 
RCMP have questioned an 
American sought in con- 
nection with the arrest of 
suspected West German 
terrorist Kristina Berster in 
the U.S. last week but de- 
cided he seamed to be in- 
ascent of any wrongdoing, 
an RCMP spokesman said 
today. 
The spokesman said the 
American, living in Mon- 
treal, was involved in 
driving Miss Berster to the 
U.S. herder from Montreal. 
Miss Berster has pleaded not 
guilty to Illegally entering 
the U.S. 
The spokesman said the 
RCMP checked the 
American's tory carefully 
end have every reason to 
believe him but would in- 
vestigute further, 
The American was one of 
three people stopped with 
Miss Berster when she tried 
to cross the border at 
Alburg, Vt., on July 16. She 
was later charged with using 
a fraud'~lent passport in 
crusing from Canada and 
now is in an Albany, N.Y., 
Jail. 
companions were released 
when they produced valid 
documents but the FBI and 
the RCMP sought hen arain 
late last weak for further 
questioning, 
Miss Berster's lawyer in 
New York has dealed she Is a 
member of the West German 
Baader-Meinhof terrorist 
gang. An official in 
Kurlarahe, West Germany, 
has said she has been a 
member of the Socialist 
Patients' Collective in 
Heidelberg, a group which 
preceded Baader-Meinhof. 
In another development, 
an external affairs depart- 
ment spokesman denied 
reports that U.S. authorities 
have complained to Ottawa 
about the ease with which 
Miss Berster entered 
Canada. 
There were reports in a 
Montreal newspaper over 
the weekend that U.S. of- 
flcials were upset Miss 
• Berster passed an im- 
migration check at Mlrabol 
International Airport on July 
8 with a fraudulent Iranian 
passport. 
tempts." files." 
• Metal detectors have 
AIM AT DETERRENCE provided some help in fin- 
Former sciicitor-general cling weapefis, he said, but 
Francis Fox brought in the they are "far f rom 
nodeals policy last year. The " foolproof." 
Huge hopes for 
Man. fishing 
CHURCHILl,, Man. (CP) 
- -  The bustle of the 1978 
shipping season is about to 
burst on Canada's nor- 
thernmost pert, freed from 
the grip of ice for the short 
suouner months, and offl. 
vials are expecting a bumper 
year. 
The first two Canadian Na. 
tional Railways grain trans 
have arrived from the south 
along the only land link to the 
Hudson Bay facility and the 
first ship is expected Wed. 
nesdsy. 
The two trains, totalling 
351 carloads of barley, will 
augment the 3.8 million 
bushel carryover which now 
is in storage. 
The railway, which has 
served the pert exclusively 
since it was opened almost 50 
years ago, is planning to 
move to Churchill about 1,250 
carloads of grain a week. 
This will be maintained until 
the end of the shipping 
season in late October. 
Port general manager 
T.A. Lanzon says Churchill 
is preparing itself for a 
record-breaking season 
mainly in barley. 
SYSTEM CHANGED 
But the change to metric 
figures had made com- 
parison with previous years 
difficult. 
In 1977, the port shipped 
about 800,000 tonnes of grain, 
mostly in wheat. This year's 
figure is expected tobe about 
700,000 tonnes, composec 
mostly of barley .which 
weights less than wheat. 
For the Serious Fisherman'4   
w,th 85 H.P. Johnson Jet Drive I_) 
Y'ES, WE HAVEZ 
Lund Aluminum Oartop Boots 
Plus a oomplote line of inflatable boats, oanoes, 4k 
i motors, skis and aooessories 4 r 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
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Skeena Junior Secondary School Awards Day 1978 
I Pre-Employment (Certificates) 
..Edith Marsh .. 
• .Larry Wold 
. .Rend Belenger 
H Progress Awards (Certificates) 
..Grade 8
..Grade 0 
. .Grade  10 • 
IH  D i l igence Awards  (Cert i f icates)  
. .Grade  8 
• .Grade g 
• .Grade  10 
• .Shirley Taylor 
• .Anne Davis 
• .E. Colin Chutaneuf Award - BHketl:'dl 
. .Doug Andersen (Trophy) 
Aanbela Dlogo V Subject Awards (Certificates) - 
Hens Beder ..A. English: 
Vernon Carruthers .. Grade 8 Patricin Phllpot 
Rudy DlOlovannl Melanie Reid 
LeAane McKinnon .. Grade 9 Kathy Willcox 
Bruce Lo~roth 
.. Grade 10 KathyDumter 





























• .Special DHigence Prize - Canteen Club 
.. (125. cheque and certificate) 
..1) Jim Alien 
..3) Phyllis Quock 
• .3) Nancy Morton 
IV Athletic Awards 
• .A. (Certificates) Athletic Achievement 
• .ColinParr 
• .Duane Melansen 
• .Glen Palahlcky 
. .Kevln Goddard 




• .Dune Bryant 




• .Chris Clifford 
..BHon Marleou 
,.Glen Weng 

















• .a .  
..Colin Abernethy , Jim Chow 
~Mar~t~ke~ ,, ,~, , ,~~ ..~,, ~i~,~,~.,,,~ ~ IngridMetzmeler 
"•Patl~v~Go~* ' ,,.~. ~,~, • ~.  ~,~'.:*.~ :::;~.':':". '.i,~,i: :?. '; AnnaKleln 
• .C. Out-tandingMaleAthlete Lance Henuerson 
..Runner.Up Eric Metzmeler 
..Outstanding Female Athlete Jill Harris 
..Runner-Up Linda McConneil 
• .D. Badminton- (special presentation) 
. .Jeff Langley 
• .B. Social Studies: 
.. Grade 8 Maria deS|ira 
Gordon Hoekstro 
.. Honourable Mention - Linda McCoanell 
.. Grade 9 Lets Censers 
JliIHarrls 
.. Honourable Mentien- Clinton Jeffrey 
.. Grsde I0 Audrey Black 
Honourab le  Mention 
Renan - Anne Black 
MauroCawo 
Dale MacDona ld  
..C. Science 
.. Grade8 G rdonHockstra 
Calvin Black 
.. Grade9 ~:.~ Vondermeer 
Dough McGhee 
.. Grsde 1O Glco Woug 
Wayne Anderson 
. .D .  Math  
.. Grade 8 
.. Grade 0 










.. Grade 10 
• .F .  Home Economics 
.. Grsde 8 
.. FN&CFS 


















. .G. Industrial Education (Certificates & Gifts) 




.. MW Alfred Via 
Allen Cameron 
.. PM , Bm Kawlasky 
" ' =: . ,:...'..~ ....... :," ~"' '  Andre~vPetorsen~ 
. .  WW ' .... i : . "  " ".~:;.i:;~ ".'RudyD[Glovanni": 
~-, ~,~ = : ' * "  ... . .  ' *:Sa~Reimer 
.. Drft. Msaro Cervo 
• .H. Art 
.. Grade 8 , Tressa Kenny 
, Gordon Hoekstra 
Greed, treachery in book-movie 
YORK - 
Who'U Stop the Rain-the 
film version of Robei't 
Stone's novel Dog Soldiers is 
a suspensefal Vietnamera 
saga of greed and treachery 
arising from a bungled plot 
to smuggle heroin to the 
United States. 
Stone, 41, whose novel won 
the National Book Award in 
1975, wrote the screenplay 
with Judith Roscoe, whose 
credits include A Portrait of 
the Artist as a Young Man, 
based upon the novel by 
James Joyce. 
Stone, a native of 
Brooklyn, N.Y., served in the 
U.S. Navy as a journalist in 
the 1950. He spent four or five 
months in Vietnam in the 
spring and summer of 1971 
and wrote for a British 
weekly and other publi- 
cations. 
"Chaos and surrealism 
was not what editors wanted, 
so reporters felt frustrated," 
he said of the problems 
facing some war 
correspondents in Vietnam. 
in an interview, Stone said 
chaos was clearly evident as 
Vietnam became a "parody 
of American 'can do' spirit 
when no one really knew 
what they 'can do' about . "  
FOCUS ON CORRUPTION 
The surrealism came 
partly from the large 
amounts of money which 
accompanied the U.S. 
presence in Southeast Asia, 
he said. He said few were 
immune to corruption--not 
even the Vies Cong hierarchy 
which dealt in large sums as 
part of their underground 
operations inSaigon, now Ho 
Chi Minh City. 
Who'll Stop the Rain 
focuses more on the moral 
climate of the counterculture 
in the U.S.. during the 
Vietnam era, he said, than 
on the politics of the war, as 
de other films about Viet- 
nam, such as Coming Home. 
One of the novel's main 
characters, played by 
Michael Moriarty who 
recently appeared in NBC- 
TV's Holocaust, is a corre- 
spondent who becomes an 
amateur courier in the drug 
trade became "it is the first 
real thing I ever did in my 
life." 
He asks a friend, an ex- 
marine merchant seaman 
played by Nick Nolle, to 
stash a large quantity of 
uncut heroin aboard his ship 
and bring it to California. 
He is to deliver the drug to 
the correspondent's wife, 
played by Tuesday Weld. She 
has no idea that her husband 
has chosen hen to be a go- 
between in the deal. 
Stone said he was pleased 
that Who'll Stop The Rain, 
directed by Karel Retsz, 
captured the irony, 
corruption and moral decay 
which run through the book. 
USES SIXTIES' SONGS 
As in Coming Home, the 
film's soundtrack includes 
several hit songs of the 1960s, 
including Who'll Stop the 
Rain made popular by The 
Creedence Clearwater 
Revival• 
Stone, who is working on a 
new novel entitled A Flag 
For Sunrise, said there is no 
referenee inthe film or novel 
to the title Dog Soldiers. 
The title, he said, refers to 
the dog society of the Plains 
indians, a totemie society 
absolved from the con- 
ventions observed by the rest 
of tribe• In battle the 
society's members were to 
act as though they were 
already dead. 
"They were desperadoes 
in the true sense of .the 
word," Stone said. "They 
ritualized despair derived 
from a neurotic society 
which lived an artificial 
existence. They (the Plains 
Indians) were driven from 
the woods and had to adjust 
to a nomadic existence." 
.. Grade 9 
.. Grade 1@ 
..I. Manic 
.. Grade.8 










. . J .  Band 
.. Grsde 8 
,. Grade9 
.. Grnde 10 
..a) Lester Clark Memorial Award (Trophy) 
.. (mint improved instrumental|at) 
Chrbtine Timmerman 
• .b) Sight and Sound Award (Trophy) 
.. (Eest Instrumeatoli=t) 
• Margaret MeDanlels 









• .K. Theatre Arts 
.. Grades 
.. Grade 0 









. .  Grade  10 
I M. Commerce 
.. Reeord Kecping 
, .  Bas le  Commerce  
VI Honour Bole 
• cA,  
• .Grade 10 











(2x on honour roll) 
Quick change actor 
ages•on stage 
LOS ANGELES (AP) --  
His best friends walk past 
without recognizing him.~On 
the stage be l~astb'*b~ ~0ted i ~, 
out to v~ltors'~'seai'chlng " 
~inly for him. 
He is Louis Gnssett Jr., 
end his familiar bald pate 
known to viewers of Roots . 
and The Deep is. hidden 
beneath a hairpiece. 
He's wearing aswallowtail 
coat, a starched shirt, high 
collar and white gloves for 
his role as Mercer, the 
houseman, inthe NBC mini- 
series Backstairs at the 
White House. 
"I've got to go through 51 
years of changes and 
hairpieces and makeup," 
said Gessett. He is 37 when 
the drama begins and 88 
when it ends in 1961. 
Actually, he is 88 when it 
begins, because he and 
Leslie Uggams, who plays 
White House maid I,illisn 
Rogers Parks, introd~e the 
series as another president, 
John F. Kennedy, prepares 
to move into the executive 
mansion. 
The eight-hour mini- 
series, now being filmed by 
Ed Frien%Productione, is 
based on . Parks' book 
recalling the presidential 
families during the 51 years 
when her mother, Maggie Special ballot fortheblind WhiteRogers' and hersalf we eHou e maids.
No date has been set for 
TORONTO (CP) -- A 
special ballot is being in- 
traduced t'o allow blind 
persons to vote in Ontario 
provincial elections without 
assistance, Roderick Lewis, 
the province's chief election 
officer, said Monday. 
Lewis said in a statement 
that the new ballot will keep 
the blind voter's choice con- 
fldential. 
"We believe this will make 
Ontario the first jurisdiction 
in Canada where a blind 
voter will be able to mark his 
or her ballot, confidentially 
and confidently, without he 
aid of a sighted person," 
Lewis said. 
There are approximately 
II,-000 Ontario residents of 
voting age registered with 
the Canadian National In. 
will enable a blind person to 
align the ballot face up with 
the circles on the right. The 
voter then will slide a finger 
down the right aide of the 
ballot, counting the notches 
on that side• 
The statement said a blind 
voter may have a friend or 
PeN official read the names 
in order, may obtain the 
number and order of nan- 
didates from political party 
workers or otherwise 
identify the numerical po- 
sition of the candidate ofhis 
or her choice without 
disclosing a preference, 
The voter then counts the 
desired number of notches 
and marks an X in the white 
circle ovizzite the notch. 
Watch for electronics 
TORONTO (CP) -- Time is 
running out on mechanical 
spring.and-cog watches. 
"We are moving as fast as 
we can to replace all 
mechanical watches," Ted 
Hatch, president of Selko 
Timo Canada Ltd., said in an 
interview. 
sales of quartz watches 
might reach two million in 
Canada this year, more than 
a third of the market and 
twice the sales level of two 
years ago. 
Timex says it makes more 
than half the five to six 
stituto for the Blind. Seiko is the largest watch 
Standard Ontario ballots' company in the world with 
are black with the can. annual sales of more than $1 
didates' names printed in billion. Seiko expects that 40 
white. White circles to the per cent of its Canadian 
right of the names are watch salesthisyearwill be 
marked to indicate the quartz watches compared 
voter's preference. 
The statement said the with iS per cent in 1976. 
change consists of a small 
notch cut into the top edge at 
the upper righthand corner 
of a ballot. Other notches will 
be cut beside each white 
circle down the right side of 
the ballot. 
COUNT NOTCHES " 
The upper ightband notch 
Burkhard Yon 0ppein, 
watch buyer for Henry Birks 
and Sons Ltd., the jewelry 
giant, said eventually all 
watches above the $40 to $50 
price range "will be elec- 
tronic." 
A spokesman for TMC 
Caunda Ltd. (Timex) said 
million watches sold an- 
nually in Canada. 
William Penney, Timex 
sales manager, said the 
market is dead for LED, or 
light emitting diode, wat- 
ches. These are watches that 
show the time only when the 
wearer pushes a button. 
They have been replaced in 
popularity by the l, CD--or 
liquid crystal display--type 
with a constant digital 
printout, 
Seiko, whose quartz 
watches range in price from 
$135 to $345, is battling for 
top spot in Canada's market 
with Buiova Watch Co. Ltd. 
alr . 
LIKES AGING 
"I took the role becatlse of 
the chance to age," Gosaett 
said during a lunch break in 
his tiny dressing room 
trailer parked outside the 
stage. "No one will, knew 
who I am in the beginning. 
They'll have to put a sign on 
me with ny name on it. 
"The role appealed to me. 
I'll do anything I can to keep 
from being typecast. Even a 
small part if it offers 
something different. I bad 
my choice of playing Mays, 
the doorman, or Mercer. 
Mays has a death scene, but 
Mercer gets to age." 
Robert Hooks, a former 
colleague of Goasett's from 
the Negro Ensemble 
Theatre, plays Mays. 
Gonsett, 44, also aged.to 70 
from 45 in his Emmy- 
winning role of Fiddler in 
ABC's Routs. 
"I started growing bald at 
18 and it was difficult for me 
to get cast being young and 
having a receding hairline. 
So I had to play a lot of 
crazies, Then my face 
caught up with me," Gossett 
said. 
It w~s Ior the movie River 
iger that he .~haved his 
ad. lie ha~ kept it shaved 
since then. 
TV GUEST ~1'~1! 
Go~.~t'tt L,d ' , . v red  on 
..David Mostad 
. .Benee-Anne Black 
• .Grade 9 
..Rata Cossett 
. .Ken Bi'ewer 
..Harold Yon Pentz 
:.Grade 8 
• .Sandra HISlop 
• ,B ,  
..Grade 8
• .Den ise  Dunster 
.,Marls De Silva 
..Grade 9
• .Leto Cossets ' 
..Barbara Thomas 
..Julia Gowe 
• .Jill Harrls 
• .BrunoHldber 
• .Rachel LeFranc 
• .Grade I0 
..Roger Valden 
• .Mauro Cervo, 
. .Susan Harris 
• •Dale MacDona ld  
• .Doug Anderson 






• (3x on honour oll)) 














vm Outstanding Academic Awards (Trophy 
.• Grade8 Gordon Hcekotrs 
Denise Kenney 
i i Grade 9 Tony Appeis 
Julia Gowe 
.. Grade 10 Dale MacDoneM 
Susan Harris 




• .Cindy Deane . PatayGowe 
• •Anna Klein Lance Henderson 
• .Susie Vivlerm Stephen Bogle 
Xl 
Lance Henderson 
Xl i  Special Presentations 
• •a) Llbrory Awards (Library pins) 
.. Grode 8 
.. Grade9 
..b) Annual Club Awards (Certlflcaten) 
'..Laura Qunct - editor 
• .Phyllis Broom 
• .Audrey-Anne Black 
• .Renan-Anne Black 
. .Tannin Buller 
Most Outstanding Clttzm (R.C.M.P. Trophy 
Calvto Black 
Maria Rapine 
Distri0t of Kltimat 
NOTICE OF, TENDER 
SiTE 6RADIHG-C iTY  CEHTRE EXPAHSIOH 
Sealed tenders marked "SITE GRADING - C ITY 
Broadway, but in Hollywood CENTRE EXPANSION" will be accepted, by the an- 
he had his share of guest derslgned until 10:30 a.m•, local time, August 8, 1978• 
starrin 8~ roles, on such Tenders must be accompanied by a certified cheque or 
(~levlsi~l~'~es as/The Mad ii:, ~bldbond~Jhe amount of ten percent ~10 pa~c~t) of 
Sq(lad~  *The P~a~tridge~' :~,~'th~'b.'ld:a~'6~nt and a Consent of S U~.tY~fS~;b~*fittY ' 
Family, Bonanzav.Police I parcel ($0 pvreant) Performance 64nd~ '."~ ' "~:~ .= 
Story and The Rockford. I Thisworkincl0deshaullngofmiloflotsite, movlngot 
Files. In the ]atter, he ann [ cut to fill, grading, ere., on approximaloly I I hectares. 
Isaac Hayes played a ~ i r  of 
black detectives in wh~t was | Plans, specifications and tender documents may be 
hoped would be a spin-off | obtained from theoffice of the Municipal Engineer, 270 
series. R did not sell. Gnssett '" City Centre, Kitlmat, 6.C. 
was also a regular on the 
ABC series The Rebels. 
He also starred in _such 
movies as Travels Wit~ My 
Aunt, Skin Game, The' 
Landlord, The Cheirboys, 
The Deep, and the four.hour 
TV movie To Kill a cop. L 
Lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
M. Fell, Purchasing Agent, 
District of Kitimat, 
270 City Centre 
Kitlmat, B.C. 
Car flips By Totem Ford 
2 
*/i 
WIPER BLADE MAINTENANCE -- Windshield wiper blades hould be inspected and replaced if 
cracks are detected. Ford of Canada Service naineers also recommend that if blades do not clean 
the windshield properly, glass should first be cleaned with a cleaner to removeany road film. If the 
blades till do not clean properly, they should be replaced with new elements. 
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SPEOIAL FEATURE , : ...... Par t2o f4  
A FLAME WITHIN THE SPEARHEAD 
A 0he!lenp To And here it in. 
• The gateway to a happier 
Hodhorn Toaohors futures 
The pathway 
The children~need you Away from hunger and 
And your kndwiedse poverty, 
Desperately. ~ To The Good Life for the 
And still they qeeu young, 
Their self-reslm, t And hope 
Their own identity, Of help 
And sense being part of For the aged. 
something ood, Came, 
And right Oh come, 
And permanent. And give us your little lives, 
But all across the world And we 
We see the generations fall Will give you hope." 
apart- 
The old What man and wife 
Whose knowledge once With two alive 
meant life Of seven ehtldron born 
Or death, Could opurn for long . 
Now quiet against he wall The message . of your 
Or off alone; mission? . 
The young How many 
Despising all the pasts . Esidmo 
Rejecting what heir parenm Can leek 
give From many gmeralloun 
In wistful love Fraught with hunger, 
And good advice Sodden death 
The procreative generation And lingering 
Lest And turn aside ~rom what 
Or fumbling you 8ire? . 
In between these human No wonder then 
poles, So many try 
And more and more With little understanding of 
The individual The implications 
.Atomined, Often 
Alone To eneeumge 
And alienated Children 
And unsure In their schooling, " 
Of where And never tell.the teachers 
'The feckless, of their lcos. 
Reckless (And lost so many children 
World are today. 
And he . To father's love 
Are hoond.' And mother's need 
So wl~ bewail this Just for To give 
F_mkbnos? And love 
Aren't you and I And all the family bonds and 
Withdrawn, strengths that build 
Withdrawing from our A person whole 
parents And wholesome and secure.) 
And our chlldrm The teacher 
Too? Anywhere 
Isn't this the price Is often more an influence 
Among the children than Of progress 
Or whatever else it is Their parents are, 
We think is foreordained, But never more than now 
Inevitable Among 
On a continent The people of the nerth. 
Whoresodal Darwinism still 
holds sway? The 
Our fractured, "Raison d'etrel' 
Hectic Of an Eskimo 
Lives Was philosophically 
At least And practically 
Are still lived out within the Perpetuation of the souls 
CIS'trLtudaS .'~ ..*_.'_.'.'.%:_*:_*:.;*L*;*_;*;_*;~*;~5_**;.*;*;*;.;.*;*;5~;_*;_*: 
li'I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
consciously could . 
'J['na culture inex- 
Iricablyideotffled 
With plMdsh faces, 
Sunken eyes 
And floppy feet 
Is valued, wanted, dominant 
Across the world. 
But what if you are brown 
and look 
t ~  eplcanthie folds ' 
And find you are 
An undervalued ste~eotypo 
Who doesn't f it  
A cultural slot? 
/What 
If your brown:nasa 
Doon't evm offer 
Any .more 
A hope of something new 
And intereeUng? 
What if 
You think you're just the 
some 
As aU the whltea, until 
You try to kiss 
A white made 
DauShter? 
All 
The hopes of both 
Parrots and young 
Are invested in you, 
Who proclaim 
By your profession, 
,'We have the know-how for 
the Now World. 
We .have codified it and 
ealesorised it
And organlsed it, 
We have analysed 
And parsed 
And conjugated it
And called it a curriculum 
And we are trained 
To teach it- 
Above is part two of n prose 
poem, "A Flame Within The 
8pearhead" When it was 
originally published, thh 
epic was Immediately 
recognized by northern 
teachers, (some with years 
of teaching aboriginal 
chUdren), as having special 
worth. It wu reprinted by 
popular demand • in the tiny 
northern weekly, "The Tangs 
Times", Until the paper 
changed handl and even- 
tually quit publishing. 
..The poem wu tran. 
seHbed, by the editor, from a 
speech given to ap- 
proximately 40 teachers of 
Eskimos, In the Keewatin 
sad  Eastern Arctic by 
Professor Robert 
Wiliinmsono 8 most alented, 
knowledgeable (and ec- 
centr ic)  transplanted 
Britt.her, with remarkable 
gifts as n flngubt. 
,."Bobby" Williamson 
eventually became a 
member of the Territorial 
Ceuncil of the Northwest 
Terrttafles, and, when last 
beard from, was teaching at 
tho University of 8askatoon - 
they loved 
Through making children 
The most central 
Focus 
Of their giving, .. 













Than anything we know 
In complicated urban'pot- 
terns of existonce 
In the south. 
This process had 
A metaphysical Intent, 
I oay, 
Because the old cosmology 
involved 





.With human eatitleo moving 
In'and out • 
Of short-llved flesh 
With each vicleaitude, 




By infinite pereistenco of 
their names. 
The d~elllstlc soul 
That animated every living 
Man and woma, 
Boy and ~ l .  
Was part of the great 
Universal 
Soul 





And perpetuated by 
The name. 
People 
Who were ~mnd the same, 
Whether In the flesh. 
Or active in the cosmos 
Metaphysically, 
Drew support 
From one another 
Even when alone, 
And so 
There was not anyone 
Who ever felt. 
Apart 
From ever.lasting b~de of 
love 
And fun belonging 








Honda Civ ic  Sed,n 
Test d ea Hondatod  
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
• 4842 Hwy. 16 West 
• Terrace, B.C. VOG 11.8 
635.6571 or 6354325 
]E.XON~D~Jk Dealer Llcence Number 02046A . 
ew ,LBusiness:,:, 
*  'NOI laded in our 




AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 63S.2040 
GENERAL FURNITURE - 635-4951 
WATER LILY BAY RESORT - 298.22M 
SKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS 798-2221 
OLI'S PLACE. 798-2231 
BARI~EY - SHOE'S & REPAIR - 435-3092 
Free  - for  ONE month  courtesy of THE 
DALLY  HERALD 
if  you wish  your  Business Phone 
listed for  your: cus tomers  please cal l  635-6367 
"TILE BEAUTIFUL WINDOW" 
• Manufaotured in' Terraoo 
• Bou|lai Fir also available 
• Anderber& Hinps 
• Pc& Looks 
'Wealherslripped Sash 
'Soreens 
• Exterior ho ln |  
• Double-Sealed Units or Tdplo Seal 
Northern Sash & Millworks Ltd. 
.4418 Lu|ion Avenue (B/the Lqion) 
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Meet the 
"Recycier of Unwants" 
:b '  
lWt '~4thret t  s~t, S51 :on.  
,. Full Silt S44 como~te, b/r~nd 
, W fOCtO~'y WfO1)~d. Rk :~rd  
pratt's MatWtt, WSr~,  I1~ 
NI~II, N0r~tKIk~, 34'-IIII. } l~k l  
lily. IO-3PM SaCS 
~ '  , ~ .~h, ,~ .mt*r  wtwre you I ¢,t lo~iql:e.tos 3~t4~tll.~b~g 
OivOr Ct'~. rew*n 
$h0¢* voo¢ coo¢r~ IM" I 
PIANO, k:l~fflU~, n~or  
rack. • ~t  
~m~r i .  I~md h 'ucks  • 
._.s.]ts3. . . . .  
ALIb i  Wed Prt |04.8~d. 
L mlsc• focnitur,. Good 
102t £edro,. V.N o¢ ca 
,Slate P001 
4d. Soil4 




THE 0LASSIFIED 00LUMNS OF THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMAT DAILY HERALD 
There is no  reason to keep things you don't need or 
enjoy anymore just because they're valuable. There are 
customers willing to pay good money for things you've 
tired of. 
Contact the "Recycler of Unwants,'the classified de- 
partment of the Daily Herald. You will be pleased 
with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call, 
results happen! 
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• I ~=~vv~n~ ' . I t l# '~ l l  NOW:Simplicity ia the key- - | -  t ' i  ~. ~Oll , '~J~l[  ~ note of met  American Copies 
. . . . . . . .  _ nf .antique fum|tUr made 
| ' i l l~ , ,~ i  : I l ea l * IV  .q i l l : e r l c i l i l s  " . • • ' ' • 
rarely, imported their fund- from British designs, and this 
ture. Ships were small, and may account, for its lasting 
appeal. Examples of an 
furniture bulky; space had to original block-front chest sur- 
be used for goods that Ameri 
cans could not produce at viva, but could cost as much 
home. In the new land, tho,e as $20;0n0s0.ar?U:ve~a~l:sitv: 
who could afford it employed c~a.,Pi~/:h as the beuutifu, 
local craftsmen to m~ke their 
furniture, and alnc~ most version in'cherry shown here 
settlers were English, they from American D~ew. It coats 
v,:anted English designs. Each about $340. In fact, Ameri- 
~ :  = --  - -  I I .  relying American on tools cabinetmaker a d models 'growing can . . . . . . . . . . .  Drew demand believes for there tradi- is a 
I~  st hand, produced furniture ~°na' l~uml~mU:e~0 a eUcese:l 
cusumers  = utile To Carpet Performance w,tb ,.d, i ua,,ty e "aui .sta lt'~lt~,"":~'nd,,,.. "'19th ~'centu,',,.~, 
l esult: we can trae. m.~. American fur,iture for Its 
Evel x - - performance levels of ,~merican anuques to me , , - ' - ' - - - -Col lect ion " 
where Bigelowearpet. section of the country in He.,uu., • 
": light I 6. Decide on a color, pat- which they were made. 
you i tern and texture. Generally 
¸ 
' 1  
Ask to view this very attractive home at 4106 Sk0glund Avenue~ All guuiity 
house in netghbourh0ed. Paved, quite s~reet with underground services. 
Large landscaped and reseed yard. Stucco and sid/ng exterior. Interior has 
three bedrooms, ensuite bathroom, finished recreation room, and sundeek. 
Closed garage In basement. Natural gas forced air furnace and gas hot. 
water. Call Frank t° see this lovely h°me. Priced to sell at f~0, 700.00 














:::: help : 
.,:.:. hund= 
~: who offer thousands of 
~.~ combinatloca o f  color, 
~" texture and fiber in an 
almost infinite range of 
prices and performance 
levels. 
Here are acme fipeto help 
you evaluate your carpet 
. o .  
performance needs: 
• spots being walked on every 
1. Determine the traffi© time. 
TO ERR 18 HUMAN editors are human. In a General manager Bill 
TORONTO (CP) - -The  front-page story it was  Malintratt caned to say he 
editor of Fair Scope, the reported the Canadian wished it were true, but the 
Canadian fair industry's National Exhibition made a figure should have read 
publication, has proven profit of $1.3 millin in 1977. I60~,178. 
i I I  
" .oli-u.~.ic':lr':~9'lCl ~v~, .o .  ~.ONES . .  . . .  ' -_ 
" - . Harry Sil~i|il . . . " r.~t. ;,d~, " 
" . r. t i t ; '11 /A l ( l i ' -~ i :  IW l : " "  S t~ na,'V.<,i: ' :  :;. . .  ~.~.~'~31 '-- 
" ~ " ; ' _ _~"  '~ ! ~t -  " " i t  j~i '"  ": 7r " H e 17n .Oilb~rt~on;:77 ; :: " ' 63~ 360~: 
: TERRAOL 
I 
levels in your hoasehold. 
How old and active are your 
children? Are pets allowed 
inside? Do guests constantly 
drop in? Do you entertain 
frequently? 
2. Consider your attitude 
toward cleaning. Are you a 
"compulsive" leanar who is 
constantly tidying up or do 
you clean and vacuum only 
when necessary? 
3. Pinpoint critical wear 
and traffic areas. These vary 
in every home. Here's where 
Thornheight Properties Etd. 
i ne 
t•il, ¸ 
- ' i  
ix i 
I 
COME OUT SATURDAY AFTERNOON AND HAVE A CUP OF COF. 
FEE WITH US AND LET US SHOW YOU THIS FINE RURAL SUB. 
DIVISION. 
.Appr~ib l~tbt~Systen l  . :,;. ~/:~:~.." 
• Paved Streets #~f  
• Financing A callable ~' 
• Controlled Subdivision 
TERRACE 
REMEMBER, SATURAY AFTERNOON: JULY 29th ROYAL BANK 
REPRESENTATIVE IN ATTENDENCE. 
Pruden i Ourrie (1976)Ltd. 631i-6142 
This week we feature those listings which 
will interest the rural home buyers. Large 
lots, low taxes and plenty of room for the 
green thumbsl 
Well located family home 
Lovely modern home on of excellent,appearance on 
secluded 2 acre parcel of large rural lot. Attached 
land, All the luxury double garage, large 
features such as fireplace, workshop and storage. 
carport, sundecketc, And Also small cabin with 
the quiet and privacy of plumbing. Landscape0 
country living. Could be with garden and small 
purchased fully furnished, fruit. 
Small Dot'rolter mobile on large (100'x250') rural lot. 
Some furnishings. Large garage workshop. Owner 
anxious for sale. Bring us sn offer. M.L.S. 
IBeautlfully landscaped 
iwlth excellent gardens and 
lawns. 2 bedroom mobile 
with large addition Iooated 
on Thornhlll Road near 
Golf Course. Toolshed, 
root collar, furnishing 
Included. 
Beautiful Iiflle 3 bedroom 
home on fully developed 
acre in town, rural living 
with convenience, Ideal 
starter for young family. 
Plenty of room for ex- 
panslon. 
Just listed. 3 bedroom full 
basement home with lake 
frontage. Power, phone, 
and year round access. 
Creek water. 
I I 
Four days after the first swim suit was modeled in 
American atomic bomb was Paris. The namewaltoexpress 
detonated on Bikini Atoll in the idea of the "ultimate." 
the Pacific, the first bikini 
OOOOOOOOOOOOO®OOOOO 
@ ~ DOUGLAS 
S is - . .o ,  
: 632"4721 
" o...., . 
: o,,.<.,..,oo..o....oc;=o.,<., !. 
KITIMAT . 
i "The Performers" : 
| For Homes i 
• e Ourrently Listed e 




; , ASSISTkNCE i 
I ~ Don t F0ol Around With Half A Service 
Talk To A Full Service Real Es'ate Office 
We Are Here To Help You. ProfessionalJy i~_ 
O CAN WE SELL YOURS?-- JUST TRY US O 
I IOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
u. Entries and hallways. 
These are probably your 
heaviest traff~ areas and the 
routes through which all sou 
is tracked into your home. 
b. Stairs. The first step, 
especially, and all leadmg 
edges or "noaings," get hard 
wear. Most staim are subject 
to heavy wear, with kome 
c. Pivot points. Wear is 
heavy at places where traffic 
changes direction-most 
often at the f6ot and head 
of stairs, at room entrances 
and at turns in hallways. 
d. Favor i te family 
areas. The dining room-- 
especially under and around 
the chairs and table; the 
living room or den--spots 
near a favorite chair, sofa, 
coffee table or TV set; the 
atudy--uhder and in front of 
your desk chair; and the 
areas outside bathrooms, get 
a great deal of use. 
4. Give' carpets propel 
care and maintenance. The 
bade maintenance recom- 
mended by Bigelow, a com- 
pany that produces a great 
deal of consumer informa- 
tion, is simply extra care-- 
vacuuming, spot cleaning 
and occasional overal l  
cleaning. 
It's often edvbable to 
look for carpet pretreated 
soil and stain 
/ !  like 8catch•aid;"  
Iroduef Used"=Oh all ''~" 
..... residential' carpets' lfiade by ~,*, 
Bigelow, a divbion o f  
Sperry and Hutchinson. 
5. Once. you know your 
carpet performance r quire- 
ments, cheek .them against 
the Mark of Performance 
chart above. It lets you 
match performance needs to 
CHbG - - - - - - - ' - .1  
speaking, medium to  dark c~,',~ ./ : .  , . ,  * ,  ¢,  : 
tones are most likely to hide :.- "~ ~ '~ ~ °,~.~,~ CHv~ I 
soil, wbereas light colors are o-: . 
soil sensitive. Tweeds and - ' / ~ " ~ ~ ' ~ "  [ 
multi-colors hide dirt better ~ , . 
For addit ional  help in 
making a selection, you ~-tt::.j ~ : 
can get a free copy of ~ l  
Bigelow's "Guide to Carpet 
Performance" booklet by The first power-model dish. 
writ ing to Department of 
ConSumer In format ion ,  th is  modern  version of washer was developad by Mrs. 
Bigelow-Sanford, P.O, Box the b lock - f ront  chest W. A. CockranofShelbyville, 




I I  
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i ' . . . .  • 
i LIKE LOTS of living 
THIS HQME must be seen space? This 1400 square 
to be appre¢la~d. 1800 foot home has a large L- 
i shaped Iivlngroom with 
square foot In area with parlour stove behindwhlch 
i four  bedrooms, situated on is attractive brickwork. 
two thirds of an acre on Large dining room, smart 
• Crook Road, with a creek kitchen, laundi'y room and 
• three bedrooms. Ask for an 
• along the back boundary, appointment to view 1928 
• Tastefully decorated, it Bobslen, An exclusive 
• listing, mvum I Mill-mul= 
• hoastsa 23x14 foot living EXCELLENT VALUE ACREAGE situated to the~." 
I room and 13x21 dining Three bedroom home on a East of aide Road Is th l s i  new basement, new siding, smart two bedroom cot . i  • 
room and totally redecorated tags. Fealurlng: Sauna, lU-shaped kitchen, ml 
i l a rge  bathroom with main floor. Situated on one and s halt baths,: -- 
Iceramlc tiled floor. Call d0xi90 lot at 41105 Agar famlly room plus bedrooms i 
I 1  
• feranappolntmenttovlew Avenue. Asking Just and living room fu l l y i  
$36,000. Good value here carpeted. Electric heath 
I th l s  Exclusive Ilsltng. considering the plus Franklin fireplace. basement. 
• Exclusive listing. Just 130,000. MLS. I 
1 • • 
• A.E. Le Page Limited Coast Coast Real Estate Service • 
i 
-" ASK USABOUTOUROTHER L IST iNGSOF.MOBILE  HOME LOTS B 
• AND RES IDENTIAL  PROPERTIES .  i 
I'•i•llmlnlinaUll•illillilll•lnl•ll•llliilMlUn••ll 
Park Avenue Realty Ltd. 
4619 PARg IIVEHUE, TEHllilE, B.0. 1186 1116 
Over 15oo sq. !i. anr,,cllva 
3 bedroom home. Many 
extra features such as 
sauna, bar, rec room, 
heated pool, fireplace, 
natural ps. Located on 
eaves. Asklng$T5,000. Call 
Horst or Christel for more 
information. 
635-4971 
A comfortable "starter 
home" far the young at 
heart, lual l ly S bedroom 
home, wall to wall car- 
peting, modern kitchen, 
75)(200 ft. lot. Asking 
639,500. For an up. 
pointmont to view this 
interesting home, cell 
Horst or Chrlstel. 
[ml 
Over 1800 sq. ft. of family 
living, corner fireplace, 
foyer entrance and much 
much more. Fully land. 
scapad lot, high rear fence 
which affords privacy and 
double carport. Located on 
• Gair Avenue and asking 
$TLS00. Call Kelly foe" your 
appointment to view. 
Undescribeble is the only 
wordl Over ill0 sq. ft. in 
one floor, two 75x200 ft, 
lots, very large family 
room and family living a! 
itefinest. Schootefrom !t¢ 
10 across the street. 
Asking $.¢4,000 and open te 
offers. Call Kelly for this 
very attracltve property. 
Executive house in  
Thornhill area. Situated on 
large 85x425' lot, fully 
landscaped. Features 
beautiful natural rock 
vermer on front entrance, 3 
lirel)laces, 3 bedrooms and 
completely finsihed in.law 
suite. Call Horst or 
Christel for viewing. 
In the market for a small 
property investment? 
Consider purchase of a 
three bedroom 13'xii0' 
mobile h0me with ntiachnd 
40' addition. Established 
on lot with water & sewer 
tank in Copperside 
District. Priced to sell hi 
low twlntles. Sale includes 
all appliances. Call Frsnk. 
m i r a  
Spacious family home: 
Three bedrooms upstairs 
and two downstairs. 
Modern kitchen with built.in 
feed centre, 31/= bath, good 
location, close to school 
and shopping. Asking 
aSS,000. Call Heros or 
Christsl. 
Avenue. Featuring 3 
bedrooms up end i 
downstairs, i fireplaces, 
2½ baths, large rec room, 
built.in oven and range, 
plus many more extras. 
Asking price L59,004. Call 
Christel or Hoist. 
Well kept 3 bedroom, full 
basement home. Features 
2 fireplaces, built.in dish; 
washer. Nicely land. 
seeped, located on bench 
just blocks away from 
school. Asking $59,900. 
Call Chrlstel or Horst to 
view this property. 
AFTER 0FFIOE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSKI  - 635-5397 
FRANK SK IDMORE . 635-5691 
Centrally located on 
Straume Avenue. Listed t© 
sellst S,10,000. Vendor open 
to offers. Two bedroom 
home with garage. In. 
clucks range and frldge. 
Would make good stertow 
residence or Investment fm 
rental property. Call 
Frank. 
Rural selling. Cozy 3 
bedroom home on 1/: acre 
lot. Has fireplace and 
carport. Asking M7,500. 
Phone Frank. 
KELLY  SQUIRES . 635-7616 
CHRIsTEL  OODLINSK I  . 635-5397 
• . ."  / '  
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to. LOCAL ONLY: 
set rates therefore and to 20 words or. less S2.00 per 
determine page location. ;nsertlon, over 2O words S 
The Herald reserves the cents per word. 
right to revise, edit, classify 3 or more consecutive In. 
or reject any advertisement sartlons S1.50 per Insertion. 
and to retain any answer's 
directed to the Herald Box REFUNDS: . . . . .  
Reply Service, nnoto repay First. Insertion charged for 
the customer the sum paid whether run ~r not. 
for the advertisement and Absolutely no refunds eft.or 
box rental. ' ad has been set. " 
Box replies on "Hold" . . .  
l~structlons not picked up CORRECTIOHS: 
wlthln10days0foxplryofan Must be made before 2nd 
advertlsement wlll • be Insertion. 
destroyed unless molllng Allowance can be made for 
Instructlons are recelved, only one Incorrect ad. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not BOX NUMBERS: 
to Send Originals of 75 cents pickup. 
documents to avoid loss. S1.2S mailed. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements /must be CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
received by the publisher Reties available upon 
within 30 days after the first request. 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad. NATIONAL 'CLASSIFIED 
vertiser requesting space RATE: 
that the liability of the 22 cents per agate line. 
Herald in the event of failure Minimum charge $3.00 per 
to pbbltsh an advertisement Insertion. ' 
or in the event of an error 
appearing In the ad. LEGAL. PQLITICAL AND 
vertleament as published TRANSIENT "AD. 
shall be limited to the  VERTISING: 
amount paid by the ad. S3.60por column inch. 
vertlsor for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
portion of the advedtslng ~.00 per line par month. 
space occupied by the In- On • 4 month basis only, 
correct ~r omlNed Jthm only, 
and that there shall be no COMING EVENTS AND 
Ilchllity to any event greater NOTICES: 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. No charge for Terrace, 
Advertisements must Kltlmatand'rh~rnhlllareas. 
comply with the British Ofharwlsa•~3.00 par In- 
Columbia Human Rights Act sortlen.. 
which prohibits any ad- WEDDING DESCRIP- 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person became TIONS: 
of his race, religion, sex, Nochargoforwrite-up. $5.00 
color, nationality, ancestry charge- for picture 
or placeof origin, or became reproduction. Prepaid. 
The following Neigh. 
beurhond Watch Meetings 
have been scheduled. Please 
note specific areas for which 
these meetings are Intended. 
Meetings wil l  be hold 
throughout he summer and 
householders are en- 
couregad to affend meetings 
arranged for their respective 
areas. 
Tuesday, July 25, 1978 
7:00 p.m. 
At the Alliance Church 
4923 Agar Avenue 
For the S000, 5100 blocks of 
McDenk; 2400-3500' blocks of 
Craig; 5100 block Mills Ave.; 
2400 Apple. St.; 5~00.5100 
Is your son interested in 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
registration for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635-3553. Fees will be 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone in- 
terested In helping with 
Scouts please call•. 
Pregnant alld in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to. 
• Llte promoters: • 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
Jenna at 635.4503 
Graham Ave. ;  and 2400 
Kenny St. 
Thursday, July 27, 1978 
7:00 p.m. 
At the Alliance Church 
4923 Ager Ave. 
For the 5000 and 5100 Mocks 
rot Kelth ~ 5000 and 5100 blocks 
of Apr ;  S000 block Pohle; 
2800 and 2900 block Kenny; 
and 2700, 2800 and 2900 Braun 
Mocks. 
Tuesday, July 2S, 1978 
8:00 pm 
At the home of Mr. & Mrs. 
Lopston 
4610 HUlcrest Avenue, 
For. the area of Munthe, 
Hlllcrsst, Westvlew Drlve, 
Morris Avenue, and Clara 
Avenue. 
Wednesday/July 26, 1978 
8:00 pm 
At the home of Mr. & Mrs. 
Godlinskl 
,1632 Munthe Avenue 
For Sparks Street (4000 and 
4100 blocks),:4000 and 4100 
blocks Anderson SWeet, 
and 4100 blocks 'Yes Street. 
Thureday, :July ~;  1978 
8:00 pm 
At the home of Mr. & Mrs. 
- ' -  t ~ ~ - -  - 
THE HOBBYHUT ' 1977 Yamaha. 100 cc. 600 
Ceramic ,~• supplies and miles. New condition phone 
Greenware, .air brushing 632.5380 after 4 pm 
available, custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. ~" For Sale. 5 speed boys bike. 
635.9393 Brand new S100 firm, 
' chesterfield & chair $250, 
• DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 1974 Montego. Fully 
Reconditioned bikes and equipped $3700. Phone 635. 
repairs. 9255. (pS-20) 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
• ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Eladrlcel end Refrigeration 
• Skeena Health Unit " ¢ontrect. 
3215-2 Eby Street .'House wiring. 
Terrace, B.C. 655-2876 
635-6307 
The following are a few of RUPERT STEEL & 
the services offered locally SALVAGE LTD. 
by your Health Unit Staff: We buy copper, brass all 
CHILD HEALTH CON-. metals end batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till S p.m. Men. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5639 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the Iobles~. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 K alum 








For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635-3939 
SCHMIT'I~/5 EXCAVATIN G 
Small girl's 2-wheeler 
standard bicycle from the 
Agar Avenue area, Bike has 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
• Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an oppolntment 
. Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for on ap. 
polntment. 
- Babyslffers who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im. 
munlzatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are hem at the Health 
Unit on Monday;  Wed. 
nssday, and Friday from 
3:00 . 4210 p.m. by ap. 
puIntment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need It on referral 
Hailer from their family doctor, a red and chrome frame wlth 
his age Is between 44 and 65 r i • q: c i I= i ic h & -. 4107 Be, nor Street Terrace area only. a red banana seat and a 
s . . . .  " HEALTH PARADE :years, unless the condltlon I NOU'NC~'M;:III~: " For the 4000 end 4100 block white basket. 635-6357 or 635- 
lusflfled by a ..~na f l~  B i r th ,  Enoanements,  /~Aunr°e'~00and41~..block For.4..y~ro/dc.hlldren. Held l ;~ '~]E l~ l~3~ 
reqwremenz mr me WOrK U . r r l , , .  s , ~ . . . .  , , . ,  Banner* St., ~muu tmtuwelh, on mira Moneay m every 1 O : :  
I ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ v l s l : o o  . I n v o l v '  ' . , . . . . . .  , ,- . .  uu,, .,.. . . . .  " "~" " '  ' " '4~l ;eqd i~ ' : l~  " ';" .... ~Cm°nth' 'he~r,i"Devel°pmental'no s~creenlpg.,, j"~'. H E LP WA N T E O 
- ~. '" In . . " ~?~:~~; :~0~" .?  Haill~l[iL'~-donee .;Please phone, for ~ _ ;, , 
~ , _ , , , , ~ . ~ : . w .  l~r ,n.~ ' " Av~ue, 4900. Gair Avanue, appolntment. Kequwed for Terrace a glrl • 
Publlshed at Terrace ~.,~,n addltlonal lno $.S0 40(10,4100,4200,4280,and4400 PRENATAL BRE;~THING - for general office work. A 
B,C, 5 days a week ""]'" ' blocks Thomas Street; and & RELAXING EXERCISES knowledge of accountlng and 






Efft¢tive October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
Drltleh Commonwealth and 
United States of Amerlce ! 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B,C. 
VaG 2M9 
112-404-635-4357 
HOME DELIVE RY 
Terrnce.Kltlmet & District • 
Thornhlll & District 
Fhone 635-63.57 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
20, the last Saturday In ' 
October, st Verites Hall. , 
August 26...Rummage Sale 
at Elks Hall from 10tll 2 p.m. 
Sept. 13.vFIrst meeting of 
Fal l .  session.. Presidents 
Visit. 
November 4...Elks Hall Fall 
Bazaar. 
'N OTICE ' 
DEATH AND FUNERAL Avenue 
NOTICES: $6.50 for first 10 
linesand $.50 each additional Skeins District Girl Guides 
line dally. E ~vould like to announce the 
DEADLIN opening of a Land Ranger 
!Company in the lhornhlli 
DISPLAY: 1area. Girls between the ages 
4:00 p.m. 2' days prl0r to of 14 and 1S who are In. 
publication clay. forested please cell 635.3061 
~e A38-1269 (¢tf) 
CLASSIFIED' -~- -  
3~00p.rh.I. day prior to RapoRellof 
• Abortbn Councalilng 
puMIcetlon day. i &CrisJsUnefor .... 
Service ~erge of $5.00 on all Women 
N.S.F. cheques. 4284318 
PHONE 635-6357 INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Clarified Advertising Dopt. Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
LONG 'TERM CARE 635-3747 or 63S-5023.. 
Office at No.205.4721 Lozelle SKE(=NACENTRE : 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. Skeeea Centre offers to the 
Assessmenfandplannlngfor Senior Citizens of the 
these eligible for Long Term Terrace and ThornhllL area 
Care. the 'following services. 
AID TO, HANDICAPPED - Activity Canh'e for hen. 
Office a t  No. 205-4721 dlcrefts 
Lezelle. Tel 635.9196. • Day Care for working 
Assessment and guidance people 
for vecetla~al and social . Drop.in fur c0mpanionshlp 
rehabilitation done by & coffee, 
consultant. Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transportation . available.' 
Reprints of photos which •Contact Skeenavlew Ledge 
oppear In The Herald are 635.22~ 
now available through our  
Otfl¢e. 5x7 prints are $4 each .Do You Fesl'You Have 
end 81(10 prints are $5. A Drinking Problem? 
Photos can be ready within Th~'elshelp 
hours from the time the Avalleblel 
order Is made. All re~rlnts Phone635.5636 
must be prepaid. For more ALCOHOLICS 
Information drop Into our .ANONYMOUS 
office at 3212 Kalum, or write Meetings: 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. Men.: 0:30 p.m. Unlteo 
VgG 494. (]lurch 
WelBM Watchers moating Thurs. or sot. 8:30p.m. Mills 
heldevery Tuesdeyat7 p.m. Memorial Hospital. 
at the Irdlax United Church Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
~I,  4907 i.mMle Avenue, 10:00 to nonn. Lokelse Hotel. 







ternoon *,t 1;00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problq~s. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at ,1612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing eats will be done by 
'by referral from family 
dbclbr or community health 
nurse. 638.. ilSS~ . . . . .  
A Heather.Tartan Soclety Is 
belng formed wlth the In. 
rarest of promotlng Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as pusslhle. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Or. L. Hays Veterinarian 
.formally of Terrace Vet. 
Hospltol Is now located at 
4801 Highway 16 West next to 
AI & Mac for appointments 
call 635.2~ or 635-2544 (c20- 
accept. Remuneration will 
be commensurate, with 
ability. Please reply In own 
hondwrltlng to Box 1170, 
care of The Terrace-Kltimot 
Dally Herald, Box 399, 
Terrace, B.C. (ctf) 
Full or I~rt-tlme. Here is at1 
' epportunlty to earn extra 
money, $5 . $8 per hour. 
Training is avallahte. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635- 






Is looking for 8n energetic 
and self-motivated sales 
person who Is Interested In 
developing wlth our 
company. To arrange 
Intervlew call Mr. Kelth 
Waghorn, 635-4961 
PICTURE THIS 
Become a Wholesaler of 
Kodak Film, Eveready, 
Polaroid, Westinghouse, 
Keystone Photo Products 
and Developing. Minimum 
Purchase of Product only 
$5305. Call ~.~,'. Collins, 
collect, 614 . ,28-]75|. (C4- 
  FRANOHISE PPORTUNITY 
. 
. ~ twn-k4yope'atlm In a free standin0 bulldtng . ~, 
. m of a ~ Wk~ Nark~lng Co. plus much mare. 
F~r further Idormatlm please o0ntad: 
SYDNEY AMOS 
Immm~ml FremMw S~lm 
en - ~ 0tuba St, 
B.C. VIN IW4 
Phone (iN) ~ or ~4D43 
I1| 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
36" x W' 
I! !lmt$ o,1 , -3 . .76  
Sustab]e for roofing 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terraoe 
WANTE D DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any. 
old, broken or used pieces o~ 
furniture, also any dlscarde~ 
wood product s we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Cell us at 635.2238 betweer 
8n.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
For Sale Truck E~qulpment 
CHIP BOX: 7V2 units 
aluminum self unloading 
hydrol push out. Evenings 
525.3992 
Basran Fuels Ltd. 
317 Wood St. 
New Westminster 
V3M 51<6 (c5.1S) 
For Sate: Paper (roll ends) 
and waste.paper suitable for 
crafts: Pick up by the let at 
the Herald office. 
4AT Trackers on 1Sxl0 CDN 
rims, GM-Chev, Phone 635- 
5092 (cff) * 
Tent 14" x 9' $75 and a por- 
table toilet $35. Phone 635. 
4059 between 6 pm & 8 pm. 
• Mobile Homes 
.3 sets wheels, axels and 
swings for sale. 638-1804. 
(p3.17) 
Baled hay to plck up In field. 
Week days only 845.7707 
Houston. (c.2-?) 
Washer & Dryer, white, In 
very good working condition. 
Size 26x28x36" high. $375. 
Firm. Phone 635.4416. (p3.; 
For Sale purebred registered 
Basset Hound. 1 year old. 
Has had all shots. Phone 632. 
2080. Prefer home In Terrace 
area. (v10.2) 
Beautiful bl~ck and tan 
Coonhound pups, purebred, 
unregistered, ready for good 
homes by July 15. $85. 
Country homes preferred. 
Write: G. Ledlngham, 5675 
Alma, Van. V6N 1Y2 or 
phone: 263-6181. (cl-22) 
1978 IH TD2OE Crawler, 
R.O.PS, Angle blade with 
tilts, corco free spool 835 
hours, excellent condition. 
Coastal Pacific Equipment 
Inc. 
Williams Lake, B.C. 392.2822 
Eves • W, Holley- 392.4903 
D.4 cat with dozer blade, 
brush blade and~hlgh push 
bar, Hyster winch, cable, 
etc. etc. Low hours. Asking 
$9,750. South Hazelton 842- 
5944. (cS-28) 
We have a new 3 bedroom 
home that will be ready for 
renting or leasing by Aug 15 
or SOP 1 1978. We would like 
to have a mature family thot 
is wilting to maintain it. For 
more Information you may 
For Sale By Builder 
At last, the home you've been looking for, Quality built 
with 
.. 1. 10411 sq. ft. of living space 
..2. Full basement 
.. 3. Carport 
.. 4. Fireplaea 
..5. C.M.H.C. Inspected and approved 
..6. Good size lot 
..7. Covered by new home warr~ety program of B.C. 
for 5 years. 
All this can be yours for only $49,250.00 wHh only 
Sh550.00 down if you qualify for B.C. Second Mortgage. 




INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are In or thinking of gaffing Into thegesoline 
lousiness be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers in Canada. 
For details write to: 
BOx 1070, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962-8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(ctt.T) 
,,, ,, T 
UNUSUAL 
. . . .  'GROWTH • . . . . . . ,  
OPPORTUNITY 
A professional organization based in the 
Terrace area is suffering from the pangs of 
,expansion ~.nd promotion from within. This 
company is looking for strongly motivated 
people who will become marketing 
specialists in a fast changing marketplace. 
This position wou Id be of interest tea person 
who is currently earning between $14A00 and 
$20,000 (this is our basic salary range) and 
Who has a strong desire to earn more, in, 
come based on his abiliflesTather than on 
restricted territories. This person wouM 
also want freedom of action and the desire 
to be their own entrepreneur. 
Our company provides as lraining a 
professional selling course, coaching in 
human relations and an understanding of 
business itself. 
Se~d resume in confidence to: 
P.O. Box 910 
Terrace, B.C. 
0omploto Seleotion o1 
1978 MAZDA...,...., 
1917 1914 HUB| 
169 1968 OHE  SUPER OAB BI680 PU VOLKSWAGOH TRUCK with flat deck. SPORT TRUOK with gEM 
3 dr. 3 Ton with canopy, top canopy 
Beautiful shape 
$!,100 $2,300 sUM 
----Iiilli---- 1973 P - SUN 1973 FORD EOOli0LIliE VAN Low mileage, Very clean, All Radial T im s2 00 s2 00 I 1 ~  U m I q l l ~  
1914 D~OGE 1913 BUICK 1966 ~_~.DS 'S  1912 D ,T ' ,UN 1~1~ 
MeNAGe ~or  2 'l-~'~'tO P LYM'r~I~TN 
4 Dr. H,T. GRAHD SPORT 
1911 I=-~nD 1974 MAZrqk 801 197l 1916 FORL 19/4 VALLIANT 
F ,~ '~-KUP St~ ~)~.~-gou DA~)~10.  . . 4x4 ~ Ton P.M. 4 ~ '~)~ tp 
- . - - - - . - - -  02A68  'UI0 
i962 WILLYS 1910 NU~.~DA 1974 DATSUN 1974 MAZDA Pld 
JEEP STATION WAGON -'" ! PUWIIh ~ N  Canopy. Low mi le .  
As is $~00 Excellent coed, 
sON 02.al6 Sl HI6 
For Rent 2 bedroom fur- 
nlshed'traller: Located at 
Kofoed Rd. $175 per month. 
No Pets. No singles. 
Phone 635-2~2. (p1-16) 
48. :SU ITES  : ~-: 
i ' '  ~' , , '  ' . . . . .  
: (FO R : -  R E NT/; 
, :  : . . '  : . .  ' " . . ; ~ . .  : . ' . . , . . ,  
Available now two bedroom 
unit, carpeted, fireplace, 
everything supplied In- 
cluding dishes, linen vacuum 
etc. ~ultable two working 
adults. No pets. 635-6757 (p5- 
2O) 
For Rent 2 bedroom apart- 
ment with frldge & stove. 
Electric heat. Free laundry 
facilities. No pets. $155 per 
month: Phone 635.6455. 3145 
River Drive. (c4.19) 
Small, well-built two 
bedroom house on five acres. 
One mile south of South 
Hazelton. Asking $22,500. 
Phone 842-5944. (c5-20) 
Two bedroom house for sale 
on Duhan Rd. In Thornhlll. 
Has large 75' x 200' yard. 
Owner asking $20,000 but 
open to offers. Will consider 
selling on rental purchase. 
Call F.R. Skldmore, Park 
Avenue Realty Ltd. 635.4971. 
For Sale attractively land- 
scaped and fenced in V= acre 
lot with an older house on the 
bench. Asking 24,000. Phone 
635-9654. (C-1 month - Aug 
.3 bedroom home, 2 
fireplaces, paved driveway, 
enclosed garage, large 
garden, fully wired partially 
finished basement, frldge, 
stove, drapes included. 635- 
9'277. (p5-18) 
For Sale 2 bedroom house, 
close to school and down- 
town. Asking $35,000. For 
app. to view phone 635.3898 
between 10 am and 1 pro. 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, wi l l  
maintain, willing to rent or 
lease, references, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. K i t lmat  632-6554. 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rmt or 
lease, references, seetudty 
deposit, mature family.:,o~ 
three. Refer.inquiriesto The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (eft) 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend 
school in Terrace from 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 
room and board rate $175 per 
month. For further in- 
formation DIAL 635-7127 local 
19 (c20-20) 
Wanted to Rent. 2 bedroom 
furnished Apt or house. I 
chlld. Working couple. 
Phone 638.8141 ask for 
Garry. (p5-19) 
Wanted to rent 2 or 3 
bedroom house or mobile" 
home for Aug 1st. Children & 
pets. WlIJ sign 1 year lease. 
Call 635-2761. (p5.214) 
Single working glrl with dog 
would like to rent trai ler,  
small house or cabin 
preferrahly out of town. 635- 
6840. (c3.18) 
Wanted to rent, 2-3 bedroom 
home by middle age couple. 
Very reliable tenants. Will 
take care of grounds. Phone 
during day 635.9094, after 
7:30 same number. (p5-18) 
For Sale or Lease one 4,000 
sq. ft. steel building (50' x 
80') suitable for shop or 
warehouse. Has exposure on 
Hlway 16 In Thornhlll. Owner 
prepared to negotiate prlce 
to buy or rent. Will sell by 
agreement or rent on 
monthly basls If desired. 
Phone F. Skldmore at 635- 
4971 Park Avenue Realty For 
~wlna or further details. 
For Lease 
Retail and.or warehouse 
pace centrally located st 
Areef level in Terrace. In 
oral 4741 square feet. 
Formerly used as equip- 
ment sales and repair shop. 
For complete Information 
contact Pruden and Curtis 
(1976) Ltd. 635.6142 or write 




For Sale. Revenue Property 
4 rental units & 3 bedroom 
home on over 1 acre of land. 
635-6781. (p5-17) 
AUTOMOBILES- 
250 Mercedes Benz. 4 door 
sedan. All reasonable offers 
considered. Phone 635.6126 
dtter 6. 635.3575 (c9-1) 
1971 • Vega Station wagon 
Phone 635.5043 (p3.19) 
For sale by original owner • 
1973 Datsun 1200, Fastback, 
In excellent condition phone 
635.2439. (p5-20) 
1978. Brand New Ford 
supercab. F250 camper 
special ~PS, PB, bench seat, 
dual tanks, radio. Must Sell. 
Owner transferred. 635.5758. 
(c3-18) 
1969 GTO Judge. 400 cu. In. 4 
speed, mag wheels. Good 
condition. Phone 635.3568. 
(p3-18) 
1973 Ford F100 XLT R '~er .  
V-S, auto, PSPB, wired for 
camper, dual tanks and 
batteries, &track and radlo, 
excellent condition. Phone 
632-4585. (c3-15) 
72 Grand Torino radial tires. 
Phone 635.5680. (c5-20) 
1972 Ford. LN 600 Louis 
Ville. 4300 miles, 18 ' 
aluminum van with rear 
over-heed door. Real nlce 
shape. Price reasonable. 
Hazelton. 842.6231. (c6.16) 
For Sale 1978 Tradesman 
Van less than 3,000 km. 635. 
6781 (p5-17) 
For sale 1976 Ford 150 4x4. 
Ranger, 8 wheels 8, tires. 4. 
radials - Good condition, 
Phone 635-6834. (c5-17) 
For Sale 1973 Ford F-250, 
automatic, power steering, 
low mileage, good condition. 
See it at Camperland 5412 
Hwy 16West. Dealer Llcence 
nr. D00611A. (¢5.17) 
For Sale .1976 Chevy Van. 
Partially Camperized, lots of 
potential .for someone handy 
at finishing. See It at Camper 
Land. Dealer Licence nr. 
DO0611A. 5412 Highway 16 
West. (c5-19) 
Ideal family car 1976 Torlno, 
automatic power steering, 
nice clean interior. See It at 
Camper Land 5412 Hwy 16 
West. Dealer License nr. 
DO0611A. (c5-19) 
1969 Dodge v~ T PU, V8, 4 
speed trans, pool trac dif- 
ferential. New rear fires, 
spare parts, motor trans, 
etc. $500 635- 
5339 (ctt) 
1976 Chevelle Malibu. 4 door. 
Power steering & brakes. 
29000 miles. Good condition. 
Ideal family car. $4200. 
PhOne 635.4769 after 6 p.m. 
1974 International z/~ ton 4 
speed, radio, canopy, new 
tires, 37,000 miles, can view 
at 5116 Graham Ave., or call 
635-3564 or 635-6166 (lmth 
II ~0-8u10) 
For Sale - 1978 ~/~ ton GMC 
251 motor long box, 3750 
miles. Asking $5,000. View at 
Wild Duck Motel Room 8. 
(p$-16) 
1973 Ford V= ton 360 
automatic. With radial. 
tires. Phone 635.9580. after 4. 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, on private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage it nec. 
Phone 112.762.4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win. 
field, B.C. (cfi) 
I 
MOBILE  HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $I00.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-5101 
(eft 
I 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
efc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
635.3246 (clm.Ju 17) 
For Sale t2X68' 3 bedroom 
trai ler (Safeway). Fur. 
nished or unfurnished. 8X12 
heated Joey shack. Complete 
with 8,000 BTU air eond. 
Close to schools 635-9323. 
FOR SALE IMMEDIATELY 
12' x 68' trailer with 12'40 
Joey shack all skirted on lot, 
Also 19' x 32' work shop. 
$18,000or bestoffer. Phone 5. 
2319 or 5.2679 (p10.2) 
56' Safeway doublewide. 
Includes all major ap. 
plianees, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted in 
cedar. View at No. 31.46H 
Queensway Drive (Tim 
berland Trailer Park 
Phone 635.9429. (ctf) 
Repossessions 
We have a limited number 
of 12', 14' and 24' wlde In 
excellent eondltlori 
No Down Payment 
Purchase  Inc ludes  
delivery, set.up and fur- 
niture. (on approved 
credit) 
If you qualify we will fly 
you In at our expense. 
Hurry! - These won't lastl 
Call our credit manager 







For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52' 
two bedroom semi.furnished 
Sefeway trailers. Complete 
with axles, wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking. Asking 
$6,000 each. Call 636-2660 J. 
. Hutchlngs, Box 727, Stewart, 
B.C. (plm.10) 
Must SI I-  12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title lo t  on 
Simpson Rd, Thornh i l l .  
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635.7117 (ctf) 
For Sale: 12x65 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted In 
'trailer court In town. Will 
sell furnished or un- 
furnished. Phone 635-9046 
even. (pl0.Jul) 
1968 - 10x52 two bedroom 
Safeway fully set up and. 
skirted. Complete with 0x24 
Joey shack. Located at nr 4 
1753 Kenworth. Phone 638- 
1620 (plmonth - au4) 
".1970"12x54 2 bedroom mobile 
hon~e. Set-up In Nass Camp. 
can be moved. Asklng $5,000 
firm. Phone 633-2346. (ci0- 
B.C. HYDRO AND 
POWER AUTHORITY 
Invites Tenders for 
the Construction of approx. 
10.1 miles of 25 KV, 30 phase 
overhead distribution, line, 
Queen Charlotte Island: 
Reference: Q8.4686 
Closing Date: 09 August 1978 
Sealed tenders clearly 
marked as above-referenced 
will be received in Room 
1026, B.C. Hydro and Power 
Authority Bulldlng, 970 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z 1Y3 until 11:00 AM 
local time, closing dates as' 
above. 
Details may be obtained 
from the office of the Pur- 
chaslng Agent, 10th Floor, 
970 Burrard Street, Van. 
couver, B.C. V6Z 1Y3, 
telephone 663.2577 and 663. 
2560. (C1-16) 
B.C. HYDRO AND 
POWER AUTHORITY 
Invites tenders 
to construct approx 2.04 
miles of 14.4 • 25 KV Three 
Phase overhead distribution 
line on the new bypass high. 
way at Hazelton. 
Reference: Q8-4694 
Closlng Date: 09 August 1978 
Sealed tenders clearly 
marked as above-referenced 
will be received In Room 
1026, B.C. Hydro and Power 
Authority Building, 970 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z 1Y3 until 11:00 AM 
local time, closing dates as 
above. 
Details my be obtalned from 
the office of the Purchasing 
Agent, 10th Floor, 970 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z 1Y3, telephone 663. 
257~ al~d 663-2560. (ci-16) 
1969 Travel Trailer 18' sleeps 
6. Frldge, stove. $2500 OBO. 
Phone 635.5339. (eft) 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C.W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638.1121 (stf) 
22' River boat and trailer. 
Can yew at 5116 Graham 
Ave. or call 635-3564 or 635. 
6166 (illO-aul0) 
15V~' Scamper Travel 
Trailer. Sleeps 6. ~ burner 
stove with oven. Furnace & 
Ice box. Good Condition 
$1500. Will trade for good 8 fl 
camper. 842-6231. (e6-16) 
For Sale, 15' travel trailer, 
excellent condition. $1200. 
Very firm, phone 632.2807 
For Sale 1971 Vanguard 9t/=fl 
camper $2000. Phone 635.6971 
after 5. (cii-19) 
Does your building need 
exterior painting? Call 635. 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. LEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (stf) 
BARBECUE BIRTHDAYS "*  Serve a simple meal. A 
Your child's most memo- barbecue is perfect,  since 
table birthday party--fil led most chi ldren love ham- 
wi th  co lor fu l  decorations, burgers and hot dogs. Just 
best friends and good things add some potato  chips, a 
to eat--can also be fun for beverage, and ice cream ~,.1 
you. Here are some sug- cake to complete the mor.I. A 
gestiona to help you organiz#: cook-out also keeps kitehcn 
* A two-hour party is long mess down to a minimum. 




by Nikki Moir 
The year: 1906. The place: 
Kelowna, fun and sun city. The 
.event: he world-famous Kelowna 
International Regatta. That was 
Year One for Canada's largest 
water show. 
On August 3, 1978, it will be 
Year Seventy-two. 
And "Captain 3ames Cook" 
will be the commodore. 
"Capt. Cook", p0rtmyed by 
Vancouver's Kelvin Andrew will 
lead-off the opening parade to 
start, the four-day event, one'of 
North America's largest regattas. 
This year, the Capt. Cook 
bicentennial celebrations will add 
plenty of spice to the Regatta 
activities, particularly the 
beef cook-out behind Kelowna's 
City Hall. 
"Capt. Cook" will be on hand 
to meet he people while children 
will hunt for "Capt. Cook's 
treasure." 
A "warm-up" on the weekend 
prior to the Regatta is an impor- 
tant innovation this year. 
On Saturday, July 29, Den- 
mark's internationally-famous 
Vejen Boys Band will parade 
through Kelowna to City Park to 
perform at a concert. The hrass 
band has 78 members. 
Other bands attep,iing the Re- 
gatta will also par ,de down the 
main city streets daily before 
performing in the City Park oval. 
All bands will participate in the 
giant "bnndorama" where they 
will be judged and prizes 
awarded. 
During the Regatta them will 
be daily aquatic events, and, in 
the City Park, a huge agricultural 
fair and home-crafts competition. 
One of the Regatta's many 
highlights is a two-day bathtub 
race. The tubs leave Kelowna on 
the first day for Penticton and 
return on the next. , 
Another is the Canada Reds 
aerobati¢ team's performance 
over Okanagan Lake. And you 
toocnn be in the air¢ourtesy.of 
the giant midway operating daily. 
At the Lady.of-the-Lake 
pageant, he 1978 Regatta queen 
will be selected. The Recreation 
Centre has scheduled ances for 
the young and not-so.young too. 
A tip to visitors from the or. 
ganizers: Come early this year to 
see and hear the Vejen Boys Band 
and to enjoy some extra hours of 
Okanagan sunshine. 
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dents with broken dishes and home. "¥bu eal~: make them 
glasses. To quickly and effee- up ahead of time, wrapped in 
tively clean the greasy barbe-a plastic sandwich bag tied 
cue grill and ~ienie table, use with bright yarn. Be sure to 
Grease relief degreaser. Just inc lude some small, dime 
squirt it onto washable sur- store favors, a balloon and a 
faces and Wipe with a •damp lollipop. 
sponge. Also, use degroaser 
to  clean greasy barbecue 
utensils., o 
State the starting and ending * Use paper plates and * To ensure the party's 
t imes on the invitations, o eups to make clean up easy. auccess, make sure everyone 
parents can plan accordingly, and to prevent, potentialneci- fias a bag of goodies to take 
I ~ li 
Discover British Columbia 
A TRAVEL  FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
II I I 
t , .., 
~:i/;~:~:: .:.: . • , • . ,. . . . .  . . . .  : : '  ..!:.: • i'.~:;... =, . .  " 
Kelowna Regatta. Water skiing exhibitioa. 
Diving Station, Kelowna. B.C. 
Year Seventy-tn'o will be like flossy, up-to-the neck, down-to- gatta", set the style for the 
no other, they say, and a far cry the-wristsblouses and monstrous yachting-type Regatta cap. It is 
from Year One. hats. They Iooked like the Gibson worn to this ~ay. 
,~n 1906,50persons attended, girls from an old Holly.: With its initial and'growing 
They watched the neighbor- wood musical, success, the Regatta organizers 
hoedladsandlassiesdisplaytheir Regatta officials were decked became confmn!ed with an ex- 
skills at swimming, diving and in flannels, white shoes and  tended family-fun day having 
canoeing, hats ~everything from cowpoke burst beyond the town's bound. 
It was quite a success.., and Stetsons to tweed caps and straw aries and the possibility of its 
quite a sight: the young ladies boaters, limitless growth. 
competed inevents like the canoe The late Dick Parkinson, a In late 1908, it was therefore 
race in long, ankle-!ength skirts, former mayor and "Mr. Re- decided that the Regatta would 
become more formal. A proper 
' ....... "'i i home, rather than the lakeside and 
the wharf, for the annual fun day 
was also approved. 
A year later the Regatta As- 
sociation was formed and 10,000 
shares at $25 per share were 
placed on the market. Over 100 
persons purchased the shares and 
their names are recorded in 
documents in the Kelowna Cen- 
tennial Museum. 
The new Assooiation's ohjec- 
fives were to make the Regatta 
Kelowna's chief event of the year 
and to build an aquatic pavilion 
for its activities. 
The pavilion was built and 
opened in 1910 with a grandstand 
to seat 800. But a f ir  destroyed it 
in 1969 and for some years there- 
after tempo...~, f.a~llities had,~ol~e ...... ..... 
As the years went'by; the Re-" 
gatta gained, in sophistication. 
High-calibre evening shows were 
staged. And a diving tower was 
built. This attracted the country's 
top divers to the Regatta. 
The emphasis on Year Se.  
verity.two is fun--music, color 
and excitement. And, of course, 
the sun is always there. Don't 
miss them! 
~ ~  Today, cosmopolitan Sydney 
~ stands on this fabulous harbor's 
~i~li~i~i~;~::~li~i!~ As the ship proceeded north- 
ward, Cook charted the coast, 
iliiiiii~liiii~iii!i and named the various points 
~;~:~:.~:~:~:~ and inlets. 
He was singularly impressed 
i i i  i iiil iii with the land, which he could view from the masthead. 
' , .......... H~ described it as "diversi- 
A B ICENTENARY SPECIAL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA  
THE NEW HOLLAND INSULT 
• By Ran Gadsby 
They were actually heading 
home. 
But when James Cook and his 
expedition aboard the "En- 
deavour" left New Zealand in 
April 1770, their desire to ex- 
plore New Holland, now Aust- 
ralia, and to determine its 
geography became their first 
concern. 
New Holland, you see, had 
never before been approached 
from the east. 
Earlier explorers had sailed 
along its western shore. The 
famed Spanish explorer, Torres, 
had sailed past the great island's 
northern tip. Tasman had seen 
part of its southern coast. But 
the eastern side was yet to be 
viewed by Europeans. 
And there were those who still 
thought it might be part of the 
great and mysterious outhern 
continent. 
Cook, again, was intrigued 
and was determined to find the 
answer. 
After 16 days at sea following 
their departure from New Zea- 
land, someone spotted agannet. 
Two days later land came into 
,~'iew. 
.' They. had arrived off New ! lt '~q 
Holland s coast. 
The expedition members at- 
tempted to go ashore in the area 
of Botany Bay, after having 
sailed northward in search of a 
suitable haven. 
But the natives were not in. 
terested in receiving visitors. 
Attempts at conrmunicatlon 
Inscription at Botany Bay monument. 
failed. The language they spoke 
was incomprehensible to'lhhitian 
Chief Tupia, who was aboard 
Cook's ship. 
The party was challenged hy 
the natives, and it was not until 
a volley of musket shots were 
fired that they Scurried away 
and left the expedition to carry 
out their objectives. 
The hind of New Holhmd of. 
fared Banks, the botanist, a feast 
of new discoveries. 
Banks and artist Parklnson 
worked at u frantic pace. Park- 
inson, hinrsclf, cOnqdeling 94 
botanical sketches in 14 days. 
They were lyrical about the 
great new land. But, as was 
proved later, they oversold the 
quality of the soil as an agricul- 
tural paradise. 
The "Endeavour" continued 
sailing slowly northward along 
New Holhmd's east coast. 
Then, through sheer bad luck, 
missed the entrance to what was 
described 18 yenrs hirer by 
Captain Arthur Phillips. founder 
of the perm:ment colony, as "the 
finesl harbor in the world in 
which a thousand sail of the line 
nvty ride in the nlost pcrfec{ 
security.'" 
fled with an agreeable variety of 
hills, ridges, valleys and large 
plains all clothed in wood." 
It was during his work along 
this coast that a disturbing in- 
cident happened aboard the "En- 
deavour". The episode upset 
Cook's pride in his own leader- 
ship. 
His clerk, a Mr. Orion. had 
been drinking in the evening 
"and some malicious person or 
persons in the ship took advan- 
tage of his being drunk and cut 
all his clothes from off his back. 
Not being satisfied wiih this, 
they some time after went into 
his cabin and ~ut off a part of 
both his ears as he lay asleep." 
The culprit was never found. 
The incident worried Cook. 
He wrote: "I look upon such pro- 
ceedings as highly dangerous in
such voyages as this and the 
greatest insult thht could be of- 
fered to my authority in this ship, 
as 1 have always been ready to 
hear and redress every com- 
plaint that has been made 
against any person in the ship." 
This candid statement of 
Cook gives another insight into 
his strong character and leader- 
ship. 
But such incidents were just 
the beginning. 
As the "Endeavour'" headed 
further north more potential 
tragedy lay in store for her. 
In a few weeks the expedition 
ground to a halt on the Great 
Barrier Reef's tubborn carols. 
Tile ship and all aboard were 
saved. It was like a mirqde. 
Actually, however, it was the 
superb seanmnship of Cook and 
his crew. 
Next: The Kangaroo Leaps 
Forth. 
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" Y ur ,ndb'  I,,,, 
' Horoscope : IF '] 
Fnrces I ,  anl " O r a k e ~  
.'.': ;!i FOR TUESDAY, JULY ~,  1978 
:"/; ' :  .' What kind of day wil l  selectivelnyourch01ce, Do#t .. 
; ! :  ~)morrowbe?Toflndoutwhat waste time on .unproductive, 
:~.. the stars say, read the undertakings. 
forecast given.for your birth SAGITrARIUS M ¢~1~" 
Sign. " (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Strongindication of gains 
ARIES • " 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 2 0 ) ~  through past efforts. A good 
period, toO, for launching new ' 
You are at a point where you enterprises. Study all 
can assert your views and suggest ions carefu l ly ,  
succeed at pioneering efforts. however. 
Many are receptive and gain CAPRICORN '~t '~  
is indicated. (Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) vo ~'~" /.. 
TAURUS (Apr. 21 to May 21) ~ Mixed influences. Confusion 
could reign ff you are not en 
Here is a splendid day for guard. Do not let slight 
handling both routine matters mlsunderstandlngs blowlnto a 
and unusual undertakings, storm. Use your wits. 
New advances indicated In AQUARIUS ~ 
projects which, have been (Jun. 21 to Feb. 19) 
standing still. .,,,, Avoid a tendency toward 
GEMINI (May 22 to June 21.) W unconventionality. Don't Join 
those who are indiscreet or 
: Don't lose confidence in who are necdlmMy taking 
your ability to produce the risky chances. Think! 
results you want --  even K PISCES 
temporarily stymied. Keep (Feb . .  to Mar.23) K ~  
trying, Some dandy ~d- A few delicate spots. 
vantages on your side. Care~ly document realities, 
CANCER (June 22 to July 2 3 ) ~  po~dbllitle~, and do not fear to 
tackle a likely prop~tim --  
Don't involve yourself in no matter how "far Out" it 
activit/en in which youurenot may seem at first. 
particularly intere-~ted Just to 
please another. There are YOU BORN TODAY: 
some suggestions you should Versatility, ~regarionmeu 
reject, and boundlesse~erSy are your 
LEO (July 24 to Aug. 23)~ '~ outstanding traits. Altboush 
you are very progrmaive in 
From out of nowhere may your thinking and your 
come an "odd" aug@salon.No methods, yon have a great 
harm in evaluating its fondne~ for old tradltiuns and 
possibilities: It may pave the for the antique in art ~d 
way towm'd abroader avenue furnishings - -  may even 
to success, succeed u a dealer in such 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. the drgmatie, you could also - 
Exeltoment or anxiety could ezcel on the rode or, In the 
be detrimental to top legal profesMen, as a trim 
achievement. Be contained, lawyer. Other fields suited to 
Direct energies ' con- • . • your abilities' polities,. .... . 
structlvely. Study new trends, stat~p.~qhtn, manager of • 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) J11.~'~ large, enter iC  or mu~.  " 
Traits to curb:. 
Tact and finesse will help overaggressiveness and a 
you to attain ends you cannot tendency to dominate ~tbera 
achieve with force. Discount Birthdato f: David Belmco, 
rumors, seek truths, avoid p laywr ight ,  theat r i ca l  
• indecisiveness. producer; Henry Knox, l s t '  
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) I ~ "  Sec'y of War, U.S.A. 
Several avenues of activity ©l~e K/~ Vet.re. S~,~te. ks. 
will be open. to you. Be 
~ ~,, ---~.= ~ ' / .  ~ "Be lmisbis if you would ha . 
I ; , , ,d  . . . .  : . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  : ' 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Con- 
" Oro~swor~ By Eugene S/~//~r " , . r~  it~ enormous anc- cens last year, it isn't sur- 
ACRe,S 40 Fortune S Large bird NB~,adun prising to learn that the 
Canadian National Ex- 
I Necklace (GYlZy) I French wef~ht ldbltinn wilq hold the 
unit 4Z Commotion friend ~1 Box Canadian A~rie~ltural In- 
.ICardbelding 43Princlple 4Pedestal ZZBeI~ tar national Wood Carving . . '  
9 Breach for deter- parts commune 
IZ Austen ovel mining I Angle of a ZZ i~d Exhibitim this year. There will be .three new classes, 
IS Genus of policy fault vein marker one for residents of Torento, 
the bowfin 48 Eastern t/fie ~ Cup/d Z~ Former another for the province d
14 Biblical 49 -- Seminar 7 Dress boxer Ontario and a third for C I -  
name 50 German cein X Affirm diana only. 
IS Aids for river edg~ st~kade 
4111 LIk,,lIe LAKELSE PHARMAOY 
FLY ~£PELLANT, BEACH TO Y~, SUNGLASSES ~ 
and prompt prescription services • 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, . By Stab Lee and John Romi ta  
I FIVE [ ]  ~WON'T TIRE HER/ J I  J HOW-- I FAINTEP,~I I~OT ro  ) AI~NIIT ~l 
IM INUTE6! J  ~ .  ~ []  ImP Z ~ET /AUNT MAY. I I RE-c,T/J~PI~ERo-1 ION ACCOUNI"tA~_W~ C,-OTTA 
~ ~/ ~l l  I [ HER~.z./~ C~ALLEI~ AN II, AHAN , 
• ] i I~  FOR~NT~ WHAT I 
"w ilii 




~l  ~t~V-  ~, .  ~ 
~ '~S ..... SPOTTY " 




7~? ~ '1 " I "~VC0N-  '. S07Z ' 
I 
by Garry Trudeau 
• mF.U., Z ~0,AVl~ 
by lohn~V ~rt  
the blind 51Carney or 8 A coward ~7 Actress MONEY ' fWJ~ ' [ '~  
17 Japanese Llnkletter , Carded by Arden . TORONTO (CP) --  The (~L~L. .  / [~U~ [~I~J l "E[ . .Y '  ~ ~ [ J 
"admiral 5Z Smdra and a tourist ZSEntice Canadian Institute of ' - 
18 Hebrew Frances 10 Luzon ~ Sister of Ukrainian Studies and the V I " - -  ' ~ /  '" " 
meadure S3 Ceremony native. As~ Wintario lottery have given - .. / , . .~.  ~, . , , ,~  ~ ~ . C '~ 
Is The present DOWN llStrat~em SlRev~ked, $1S0,O00 to Prof. George I It ~ ~-~- ) ,~  , • I~ .~ J'-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-~ 
ZlWisemen lTobeseech l|  Gorman spa tubrtdge Luekyi at University of I "X~Y" 'w~=f rp ~/7 , .~ ~. ' ~ C I . ,= . |  
NCcokfa  Avera@solutiontbne:27n~n.-..~ I . 
dryheat "me pro jec ts  sun  m m i / J ~  q3. , .L /7 I ~ q . I - I  I I 
=Insddition ~ =~ld~dcer prepare and publish a series I ~ ~ F  ~'~" /  ~ ~ . ~  
~Tolerabfe I~ I IS IC I t lB IL IE I I  ISIIISl ~&nart/cfe d textheo~ and reference I , I I I  f /  II1\ 1~.~ I I I  ~ " / " / / ]~  
30"The ALTAR C RNE ' r  ~8~dvago works in English and I ~ . - - ~  ~ ~ . . . . , , . . Lc -~.  _ ~ 
31 Wanderedgreatest" ~~~ 39~month Ukra in ian  fo r  une  i n ~ j v ~ J i t ~  ~ . I~ l  " . . . .  ,, ' ~ ~ :  ~._~'~ =~"'~--  - -  
IZ Pronoun it. aid 
nSoviour ' ~T~'~A~ . . . .  ' 45Whseled I recall the day l ran into Mom in the bakery. Herwin~r CONFIDENTIAL TO J.E.IL: Bowie of the b. • 
U Spaus~e m R E C E D E - - W A V E R vehicle coat looked so shabby and worn, and I thought, "Gee, Ive headed barber who tries to seU you an men sor growing 
ORAD M I SE RERE 41C,~ldr/~ got to take Mom downtown and buy her a new coat." But I hair on your head, ' 
NSlelllan IMII I T IE I I  IDIEIC~RIAINI 44Rubber tr~ never found the time. I was too busy. . 
resort C E R M O T A S T 45-- Amln , On her last birthday l sent her an azalea plant, but I Gett/q married? Whether you want a formal church 
Movie units . , 7-3 45Seine forgot o enclose a card. I had wanted to get over to see wedding or • dmple do-your-own.thing ceremony, get 
M Slight error Answer to Saturday s puzzle. I? Before her, but there was a football game that day, so I never Ahby'o new Imdkkt, "Hew to Have a Lovely Wedding." 
• made it. • Send 81[ and t bug, I i~  i~8 cents) self.addressed 
' 1' " ' ' ' 19 |o .,1 The. last time I saw Morn was at my cousin's wedding. 90nt .enve~epe to Abby: 1= L~ky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 
I' 1 
~////~ r////~. ~ , . 
" " " I I I I ] i  OEARABBY:Thro~|hnveryrehableso.uroe, we.f.ound would have done thinge d i f fe rendy . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  l i~tl~|~[~/',,.~ 
,6 .  i 3e 29 OUt that our son has been peopb~ into various ne~nuoro uns~v, ,~ ou~ S I~D~,I I I  I I I  
" I windows. He is an average teou-age boy, brought up in a I rea,=teb  o=W, CON IDENT  OU. .=,. .'  ,hco"ege. ou  
]]ecauso f the humiliation that wouldbe brought upon be better equipped to keep the wolf from the door if YOU 
" I th. w.  do =,  w= to can you . . 'p  un ,  a . .pe=.  
u*  
4= 144 
4s ~49 1 
s ,  N 21 
caYFrO~VlP 7.3 
SHBZBDGHL BTWSZ DJLWGTG.gL  
D JLWGHL 
Sotur~Iy's Cryptoqufp -- EXCITED LEXICOGRAPHER 
GLIBLY DEBATES PHONY LEXICONS. . 
Today's Cryp~qu/p due: W equail T 
Yae ~ is a simple subeUtstiou cipher in which each 
uJed stunds for mmther; If you tMnk that X equals O, it 
~n equal o Uro~honl me ~s ,  .m~ iet~,, ~ 
and words using an ap0~troplz esn We you alum m mmun~ 
vowels. Solution Is accompllMml by trial and rotor. 
@IY;8 Kinl reM~ Sysdiem, in~. 
thatyou would suffer no "hum[llatkm whatsoever by 
I coasultlnl • doctor. 
If you son lud • "klnk" In Ms back, you'd soak msdiad 
m s° I ~ Jn ~dor to ~re~ It, wouldn't you? 8o why, whe• 
be l I  I= ebvlous"klnk" In his thhddns, do you dlocee to 
M s' I a ew  ,hT • o! : deeper 
smotkml Wo~m- md sboukl I~ Nzmer ~ul.eu up I~  
Ipoeed. You owe It to 7our oen t=nd to sodetyl to Is  
to e doeth. 
De roe wbk 3me tad mere frknd.,,? For tim ,sorer. of 
- - - - ' - - " -  ,,-* Abb-'s mw basld*t: How Te ~* Popmorl ys I Im 8eey ! i~y_ ~r t~ 
___~oJU're__ Never Toe yousm w Tee Old, Send $1"with u io~, 
sd f~ l~ss~l ,  s t I L~_  I I l  ~ IM|  oevdepe to Abby, 
Lsoky Drive, Beverly HJlb, CalM. NSI|. 
DEAR ABBY: Yesterday was tlm saddest day of my life. 
I buried my mother. And now many thoughts come to mind 
that make me even sadder, 
I recall the many times I meant o call her and ae.k if 
there was onythinE she needed, but I seldom Sot around to 
DEAR ABBY: Just becauN you have a Will is no 
assurance that your instructions will be carried out. Once 
the lawyer has collected his fee, he is through. 
It is then the responsibility of the person you name to 
dispose of your possessions, and the lawyer doesn't know 
or care what's done. 
I witnessed the signature of a neighbor on her will. She 
left all her antiques to her nieces, and her husband knew of 
her wishes. But after she died, that scoundrel remarried 
end gave her antiques to the danghters of his second wifel 
In my husband'q will, he left me all his assets, with 
instructions that at my death I should leave whatever 
remained to his,son. I didn't. I immediately split 
everything 50-50 @ith his son. 
The safest hing to do is to give whatever you have to 
whomever you want to have it be/ore you die. 
P.C.S. 
DEAR P.C.S.: Your suggestion may be the "safest," bat 
It's not always possible, lwould recommend securing the 
services of e lawyer. The person you designate to see that ¢6 ,Wl your wishes are earred out ( the executor )has the low on 
his side should your wishes be ignored by your heirs. 
, ,X  
,," ..... ] 
"Mind your own budnesd Thls is how I like it." 
° / 
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Jingle singer stars on  CTV 
TORONTO (CP) -  Cal 
Dodd is a familiar voice on 
more than 100 commercials, 
urging you to drink his 
favorite beer, eat his 
favorite cereal, shop at his 
store and wear his style of 
clothes, He has sung jingles 
on every major radio and 
television station in Canada, 
yet few people know his 
f l ame.  
This fall he will put a face 
with the ,voice when he 
makes his debut as  co- 
ringmaster on a CTV variety 
show, Circus. 
Dodd, 28, and co-star 
Sherisse Laurence, 23, are 
taping the show this summer 
for broadcast in September. 
"It's kind of a Donny and 
Marie thing," said Dodd in 
an interview. 
It is not his TV debut. He 
has appeared on several 
CBC television shows and 
been host of the CTV Miss 
Teen Canada Pageant. 
He decided nine years ago 
to become a professional 
singer and said his major 
accomplishment has been to 
break into that select circle 
of musicians and vocalists 
who do the majority of radio 
and television jingles iv. 
Canada, 
DID IT ALL HIMSELF 
"I pride myself in that I've 
done it all myself," he said, 
"I have not needed anyone to 
help me and I have not had to 
audition for anything." 
He said that the only time 
he used an agent was when 
he came to Toronto in 1969 
after working in the office of 
a chartered accountant for 
three years. 
" l  decided to come to 
Toronto and see what hap- 
pened, So I phoned CFRB 
radio and talked to Mel 
Thompson who was the artist 
and repertoire director at 
that time, 
"He recommended two 
agents that he thought were 
good and I immediately went 
to the office of one of them. 
"She told me to go over t'o 
the CBC right away, I went 
over and was put on the 
Juliet show." n 
It was a promising start, 
but his career went nowhere 
for several months. He 
il . • 
returned rePort Dover, Ont., 
where his family has lived 
since emigrating from 
Ireland in the t950s, and got 
a job on a tobacco farm. 
SANG ON RADIO 
Six months later he was 
back in Toronto, 
"I went to the CBC agair~ 
and spoke to Ron Sollowa 
who put me onna radio show 
where i sang eight songs 
which I wrote with a friend." 
Within a year Dodd was 
singing commercial jingles 
and doing backup vocals on 
other artists' albums, 
He said his career was 
progressing nicely when he 
got involved with two con- 
secutive projects that looked 
promising, but folded, 
The first was a rock opera 
called Hamlet, written by 
Cliff Jones, Dodd sang the 
lead in the show when it was 
broadcast on CBC radio and 
performed his role live at the 
Charlottetown Summer  
Festival, 
People from New York be- 
came interested in the opera 
during its second summer at 
Charlottetown, said Dodd. It 
went to Broadway but folded 
before opening night. Dodd 
had left the show after the 
first summer in Charlot- 
tetown' and was considering 
performing in the Broadway 
version. 
BAND FELL APART 
The second misadventure 
involved a rock band called 
Deja Vu. Despite a $3.5- 
million recording contract 
and connections with top 
people in the U.S. •music 
industry, the band fell apart 
after recording two albums 
and doing one crnssCanada 
tour as the front act for 
English musician Joe 
Cocker. 
Dodd said he gained some- 
thing from the experience 
even though the group failed. 
"It was my first tour ever, 
It was crazy. I went through 
a lot of changes and I loved 




DEEP SEA SAILBOAT 
Coastal Cruising, Diving, 
Full Equipped 
Learn to Water Ski at 
Lakelse Lake. 
Reasonable Rates 
Boats for Sale 
MERMAID YACHT SALES & CHARTE RS 
Phone 796-2267 




MEROURY ,boa,,, YAMAHA 
,outboard DOLMAR 
motors) (chain• saws) *. 
Hours: Men, ,  Sat. 8.¢ 
Dealer Llcence 4946 6reig Number 0~OlSA 636-6929 
BANQUETS PART IES  








Most Anything - Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY.IN DIVIDUALS 
Hours: Men. .  Sat. 6.6 
635 7417 4946 Greig Aveaue 
m Phone 635,7417 • 
i 
Terraoe Elootronio Repairs Ud, 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty De~t  for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MaN. - SAT. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4908 Graham "635.4543 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION'  
• MouLDED COUNTERTOPS • 
K: ooo 
BRAD IRI='ESE J l~ i l~  EN 
AnEA MANAGER, n~IkABINETS 
BOB • STH AVENUE " " 
PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. V2L  3KS (NORTHERN)LTD. 
BUS. 564 .1408 
RES. 562 .2281 FREE EST IMATES 
i 
30 Ton Truck. Hydraulic Cranes. 20 Ton R.T. 
BOB N I E S H - 624-6263 Prince Rupert 
SKEENA ORANE 
SERVlOES LTD. 







TIERRACE 638-1 555 24 HOUR SERVICE 
4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V5 
SUZUKI .Motoroyoles and 
aooessorles In ,took HOW! MR,  BUSINESSMAN!  
This SpaDe ms Reserved 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. ! ,ubu l  For Your Ad. 
4441 LaKevse635.6384 - - ~  
Dealer No. 01249A ,SUZUKI GO]RS ~ DISTANC1R! 
FJH 
~o.L~ . • ~ ~ '  ~ Yel lowhead Fire P ro te~lon  and 
Ready-Msx 
OONORETE . 4434 LAKELSE AVE 
TERRACE,  B.C.  
TFRRACF R C PHONE (604. 635.3863 OUSTOM OONORETE PROD. ,63s LAZELLE AVENUE ' 
VBG 3i~s . . . . .  O# (60a) 635.386 I 
Sandt Gravel, Drain Rook 
Oall us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
' 60RD6N 
AND 
"'°" J j , o . s0 ,  N 4B .~  _ AB' ~ 4W 
T,Vm 6UIDE 
All listings subjeot to ohange without not•De. 
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.= . 100 fl.'oord for $2.68 _. 
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